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by Mike Duffy
Someday soon, we pray, the last lanky cowpoke will ride the last smooth sorrel into the final sunset of an era that has been too long in dying. Before we of the Rocky Mountain area can be freed to delve into the true wealth of our past, before we can step back and view ourselves as a living culture, before we can even begin to understand the meaning of that culture and seek out its roots, we must struggle out from under a mound of filmstrip and dime pulps and set the heap ablaze. Let us have done with the latter-day paladin of the plains; supplying him with a psyche has failed to give him depth, it has only given him extension.Anyone hoping today to utilize the raw materials of this region for his art, using them as.the concrete basis through which he may speak to all men, must choose to fight before he will be heard. Broadway transmutes sober insights of the Indian problem to musical comedies before staging. Poetry of the western plains, perceptive poetry, appears naive to Eastern critics. They ask: Can anything good come out of Montana? Almost no one outside the region recognizes its potential importance as the basis for a fresh breath of artistic expression. Outsiders are blinded by the superficial view which the television and movie screens portray and refuse to imagine that there may be something of worth beneath the facade.Artists of the Rocky Mountain area are being laughed out of their region. No one takes them seriously. Weakness and economic demands frighten away many perceptive creators who conceivably could give tongue to an area that still remains, psychological cowboys and beautiful but real gals to the contrary notwithstanding, almost completely mute. Our western-born artists migrate to Hollywood or Greenwich Village; cut themselves off from their roots. Poetry and fiction succumbs to the Ivy League idiom. Literary magazines from our colleges and universities produce works of merit, surely, but works which could have been written on any campus in the United States.Thus it becomes necessary to consider the unrealized potential of what one man terms "the Rocky Mountain Vacuum." Every major work of art ever produced has, to some extent, been regional. Every artist, when seeking concrete details must choose them from the realm of his personal experience.. His characters must always be viewed within some concrete context. Thus his insights can best be embodied in details with which he is most familiar yet which have a certain freshness and vitality. They must not be hackneyed and overworked. The artists have shown our cities; tenements
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are now trite; magnolias and Spanish moss, cornstalks and long valleys, sidewalks and sewer grates and New England birches have been given tongue. But here, in the Vacuum, the mountains have never been anything but blue and the men have been, for the most part, flint-hard heroes riding betwixt the towering pines down the slope of a beautiful blue mountain to a smoke-curling charred cabin nestled in the lush valley and to the arrow-strewn bodies of his loved ones, or riding down to the brown wooden barroom with poker at the tables, a tinny piano and a painting of a nude above the mirror behind the bar. Our past has been exploited, magnified, romanticized and brutalized but seldom understood; our present has not been seriously considered. The Rocky Mountain Vacuum alone of all areas of the United States remains a truly undiscovered wilderness. The South has had its Warren and Faulkner, the Plains its Rolvaag and Cather, the Midwest its Suckow and Garland, Califonia its Norris and Steinbeck, New England its Hawthorne and Frost. We remain alone and undiscovered. True, our past has had its voices — Guthrie, Van Tilburg Clark, Dorothy Johnson — but these are only the beginnings and they stayed with the past.Let us leave the cowpoke in his grave (plus boots and saddle) and consider the people and the area of the present. Although the approach immediately suggested is satire, something deeper, profound insights into the human situation lie waiting like nuggets to be picked up and polished.You needn't be a native to know the beauty of a nugget but it usually takes a native to pick it out among the pebbles in the creek bed. To the present, only tourists, bear and deer have been considered but it is the people and the region of today with which artists should be working.Colors is one of the beginnings. Many interested people now see the opportunity. Montana artists have banded together, seeking recognition. Creative writing groups are forming. The area is coming alive. Yet the articles within this magazine remain mere beginnings. They are the expression of students; persons still preparing. The articles lack the fine touch of the experienced artist but it does not matter. These are the seeds out of which we hope something important may grow. We are speaking from a virgin, fertile area, admittedly grown over with weeds but we have now plowed out one small acre and returned it to production. We even dare to hope that the seeds will catch hold, put down roots and grow up.The magazine, then, is weighted toward the regional. However, as in previous years, it is not limited to this. Any work handling a theme within the realm of human experience with some degree of insight has been included. But the color, the flavor, of the magazine is Montana. It could not have been produced by any college outside the Vacuum.Nowhere do we hearken back to a dead and romantic past. The past is herein considered only insofar as it has left its shadow on the present.The people of our area represent a collage of cultures with a diversity of background and often no oneness of purpose. Nonetheless, their roots are here, in the Rocky Mountain Vacuum, in the shadow of the pioneers; an inflated shadow — stoical, callous and obstinate. The vast mountains and prairies have produced a curious modern-day Puritan clinging to his tie- post and staring out with dread at what remains to be conquered of the
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wilderness.We have discovered the colors, the sparkle in the prospector's pan, which we hope will lead us into the hill and the mother lode. We know it is there, hidden in the rock, but it may take a great deal of blasting and sweat to reach it. The lust for wealth, whether it be the wealth of precious metal or the gold of truth and beauty, is an earth-moving task. The hills are awaiting our pick. We have begun, at least, to delve.

JUSTICE by Joe DeFlyer
The timber country was tranquil and quiet as the scorching rays of the afternoon sun boiled through the humid air. The only sign of life was a young coyote slipping silently through the brush at the edge of a small clearing. The coyote seemed ill-humored and touchy; he twitched his ears nervously, glancing from side to side with cold blue eyes.As the coyote passed a small clump of brush, he paused to stare intently through the maze of green leaves. In a moment, a grey-brown bird appeared, clucking to itself as it bobbed along. The bird craned its long neck to one side, staring durably with round yellow eyes at the coyote. The coyote licked the slobber from his jaws, then crouched, tensing his muscles, and pounced at the bird. But his jaws snapped shut on nothing but air. The fool-hen had flopped away through the brush, cackling and screeching like a barnyard hen as it struggled to take flight. Coming to an open spot, the excited bird rose into the air with a flurry of wings, but collided with a bush and fell awkwardly to the ground. As the coyote's sabre-like teeth sunk deep into the vital organs, the bird uttered a tortured squawk that was quickly choked to a rasping wheeze. Its wings futilely thrashed against the clenched jaws, spraying bright red blood against the coyote's face. The wings flapped convulsively for a few more moments, then all became quiet once more. After a final, fierce shake of his head, the coyote let the quivering, blood-oozing body drop from between his jaws onto the ground in front of him. He lapped warm blood from his grinning face as he sat back on his haunches and happily surveyed the results of his playful little game. But the bird's thin, scrawny body filled the coyote with contempt. He hadn't been hungry anyway. After a moment or two he rose and padded away, leaving the bird to rot in the summer sun.As the coyote entered the clearing, he seemed even more spooky than before. The sky, clear a moment ago, was now scattered with dark-bottomed clouds, but the coyote cared little about the weather; something else was making him restless. Before he had taken more than a dozen steps away from
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the dead bird, he paused, scanning the opposite side of the clearing. He had seen something — perhaps the sun gleaming against a rock — or perhaps a rifle barrel? The coyote was turning, heading back for the brush, when he felt the smashing impact against his chest. The lead cut through his body like an electric shock, sending red flashes of searing pain dancing in front of his eyes. He was already rolling on the ground and clawing the air in agony when the clapping thunder of the shot reached his throbbing ears. A few seconds later the red pain in his head slowly faded, leaving only a black emptiness; the spasmodic motion of his legs slowed, then shuddered to a complete stop.The man strode across the clearing, still grasping his gun with both hands. Upon reaching the coyote, he extended his foot and kicked the body in the ribs. There was no movement. Stepping back, he watched the dark red blood cover the ground under the corpse. He smiled, murmuring, "Got ’em right in the lungs." He lovingly caressed his new gun as he inspected the body with satisfaction. The animal's hide was shaggy and uneven; its mouth hung slack, dripping saliva and blood. The pale blue eyes, surrounded by blood-spattered fur, were bulged and glassy as they stared with amazement up at the darkening sky. The man kicked the corpse over, so the eyes stared in another direction. As he turned away, he sighted the bloody feathers of the bird. He mumbled weakly, "Damn rights -- he got what he deserved — teach 'em to kill a good animal 'an then just leave it lay there." He then turned, averting his eyes from the blood-smeared pile of mangy fur. A few flies began to buzz around the carcass as the man walked away. Dark clouds moved swiftly across the sky as the man paced across the clearing. A few minutes before, the thunder had been crashing against the higher hills, but now it was overhead, rippling through the boiling clouds like a deep, angry voice. As the man reached the other side of the clearing, a sizzling streak of lightning; forked down to split an old dead snag a short distance away, sending its arm-like branches flying outwards. The deafening crack of thunder crashed through the air like the report from a huge rifle, then spread out into an earth-shaking rumble. His heart beating a little faster, the man fearfully glanced upwards, thinking: "Maybe I better hurry, before it rains — or somethin'."
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VOCATION, 8/5/61 by Tom Tokarski
No, not that.Strict glide to symmetry.Stone, gash, rough-rideThat country. Wrangle the stickled answers — While a ponder-head brays.The muck can get you weighed down Until you turn the corner.But clasp the veer, clap the slapdoodle Butts of mixed answers And loathe, praise God with a teacup and Ride, in the seethe of a murdered tongue.The terrain glowers, it looks a bit like Gethsemani — or my backyard.But here 1*11 rest in a stricken cry — for Someone else is here.

A DECEIVING CYNIC by Sandra Rosager
The stacatto click of high heels stinging the chilled pavement echoed in the dewy air, as a girl smartly dressed in a navy-blue sheath coat ran along the walk that curled through the silent city park. The girl, of average height and build, but with slightly rounded shoulders, was recklessly pushing a stroller in front of her, in which was a bundled baby. They clattered down the walk. "Wheeeeee!" shrilled the girl, her wide eyes flashing, as the rickety stroller rattled over a rut in the sidewalk. Her face lit up and brown hair bouncing, she raced faster and faster, until, as she rounded a corner, the rosy-faced baby squealed in excitement and delight. The girl jerked to a halt, the stroller lurched, and the baby was thrown forward, breathless. A wail pierced the fresh morning air. The glow melted from the girl’s flushed face, and she knelt down nekt to the stroller, her tailored navy coat brushing the dusty sidewalk. Her childlike eyes filled with tears and her wide mouth trembled as she scooped up the baby, murmuring, "Oh my poor little Lindy. Did Mumsy scare hers? Oh my little honey!"She rose, rocking the baby, her face buried for a moment in the fluffy green blankets. In soothing tones she cooed to her child; a raohrnful frown drawing her light curved brows together. The baby*s cry faded ihto a whimper, then into a gurgle as she concentrated on the tempting nearness pf her mother’s delicate face. The baby reached for the fine straight nose, and the girl chuckled, her even teeth glinting in the early sunlight and the twinkle
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leaping up again into her wide-set blue eyes.“You little pumpkin. Are you all well now?” she purred, peering into the baby’s face. She laughed all at once, a full-throated laugh sparkling with joy, and plopped the baby back into the stroller.Leaving the baby in the stroller by a weather-worn bench, the girl strolled over to the babbling fountain nearby, sat on the edge, and took a cigarette from her white suede purse, which so artfully matched her pointed suede heels. She lit the cigarette, exhaling delicately, as she had seen Natalie Wood do in a movie some weeks before. She gazed around at the filmy willows enclosing the fountain, her favorite spot in the park, where, in fact, she took her little girl for a stroll every morning. Staring at the bronze fall hue of the well-tended lawns, the wispy willows, and the soft blue sky, she sighed, and her pink full mouth pouted."If only life was this nice — all pretty; no bills to worry about, no troubles, no dirty flat to clean, no Jerry...” she mused. Her great blue eyes, usually so clear and naive, flickered into slits and a wistful longing crept into them as she stared unseeing at the pleasant scene.With a flat, “Oh well,” that trailed off in despair, she dropped her cigarette into the fountain. At the same time she leaned over to glimpse her face in the clearness of the gently rippling water. She smiled at her image and lifted one eyebrow, admiring her wide eyes and shining brown hair, carefully combed into a bouffant that fluffed around her childish face. With a sure finger she brushed one eyebrow.A polite cough behind her made her spin around. Face flaming and rage glinting in her eyes, she stood facing a man in a gray suit who sat on the bench regarding her with a maddening expression of amusement. His bare gray head was cocked quizzically to one side, and from his quivering mouth, it was clear he was controlling laughter with some difficulty.“Ah — is this your little sister?” he asked, pointing to the baby in the stroller parked near the bench."No?" she spat.“Oh, I see — brother? Don’t you think you should take better care of him? After all...” He leaned forward with the intention of patting the baby on the cheek.She took a few quick steps forward, anger mingled with a strange light of mistrust dancing in her eyes. “You can leave my baby alone.””0h pardon me,” he laughed good-naturedly, withdrawing his hand, “Why you’re only a child yourself.” He hesitated, waiting for her to soften and say something cheerful.She stood unmoving and firm by the stroller, unrelenting. The man got up from the bench, after searching her brilliant eyes, cold and calm as glass. With a light “Good morning then”, he moved on through the park.
-6-
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She turned and watched his jaunty figure disappear around a bend in the walk, and snorted, contempt twisting her pink mouth downward and scarring the freshness of her beauty. “Why is the whole wide world full of people like him?" she addressed the baby. “If I’d turned my back long enough he*d have run off with you? " She uttered this in disturbing earnestness, her innocent eyes frightened and wide, as she started along the sidewalk.

THE NEW MASTERPIECE by Dick Wing
Gorgon, Iowa was just a “whistle stop;” an insignificant village fifty miles from the next closest insignificant village in the heart of the corn belt. Very few people ever stopped there and if Matt Borden had had his way he would certainly have passed right through without even pausing. However, the farmer with whom he had been hitchhiking had turned off onto a side road to go to his farm and had let Matt off about two miles from town. As he scuffed along the two-lane highway Matt thought, "Wish I were back in New York. It may be hot there but at least there are buildings to shade the sun from beating straight down on you.” But the thought of New York brought back the memory of the three horrible years he had just completed in the prison at Ossining. The thought of the ugly, grey walls and the clang of metal doors slamming shut caused a shudder to run down the length of his spine. But Matt was a "hard case." He enjoyed breaking the law and pitting his wits against society and the law, so his only thought upon reflecting on those wasted years in prison was, “Well, at least I learned a lesson from that dungeon. I’ll never leave another witness when I pull a job.”By the time he reached the town the perspiration was pouring off him freely and he had just about run out of swear words to describe what he thought of the whole state of Iowa, Ha stood at the city limits and peered the entire length of the town. “So this is Gorgon," he thought. "What a bustling metropolis." The only thing moving was the single, tiny cloud that marred the perfect blue of the sky. The business district, if it could be called that, was about a block long. It consisted of four shabby, weatherbeaten, old-west type saloons with bat-wing doors swinging slightly in the breeze, two deserted gasoline stations, one general store and, nestled between the two saloons on the left side of the road, looking as though it were hiding, a small nondescript shop whose sign proclaimed simply, "Statues.""What in hell is a statuary shop doing in this “Podunk Center,”’ thought Matt. “This I gotta see." He strode up the dusty side of the road to the front of the establishment. As he drew near he noticed a strange but pleasant odor that seemed to permeate the air within a fifty foot radius of the building. The front of the tiny shop was weather-beaten, but as he looked in the plate glass window his jaw dropped with surprise. Matt was not a terribly cultured person, but he had had two years of college and had majored



in Art Appreciation, not because of an undying love for art but because it was the easiest course the school offered. But as a result of this education he could see that the statues in this obscure shop were masterpieces. Nowhere in any of the books he had read or pictures he had seen, had he encountered anything so nearly perfect. First, there was a chicken. Each feather had been carved to perfection and the ridges on its legs were as real as if they had grown that way. To the left of the chicken stood a calf. Each hair on its body had been carved with infinite care from some type of smooth stone, so that it looked almost life-like. But the thing that really caught Matt’s eye was the almost lifesize Greek statue of a man, which he could see near the rear of the shop. Its head was turned, seeming to glance over one shoulder, with only the faintest expression of dawning surprise on the face. The stone body was smooth as real skin, and the features and even one lock of hair which curled down over the forehead were carved perfectly. Even in school, the emphasis of his professors on Greek sculpture notwithstanding. Matt had never encountered such perfection."Well I’ll be damned," thought Matt. "Here is a real find. If I had any one of those statues, I could sell it and be rich for life. They’re perfect." He paused and stared a moment longer, then turned and headed for the bar to have a drink and to find out more about this strange little shop.As he walked through the bat-wing swinging doors, a sudden silence fell over the three men within. They stared at him and Matt thought the look was surprisingly like that of convicts eyeing a guard. Then, apparently he passed their silent test because they shrugged their shoulders as though shaking off a collective burden of worry and resumed their low toned conversation. Matt walked up to the bar and ordered a beer. That was all he could afford because he was almost broke now. He remained silent until the bottle and glass were placed on the bar in front of him, then poured, took a sip and turned to the man standing next to him. "What’s the story on that little statuary shop across the way, Mac?" he asked. The man looked at him with a startled expression on his face, then turned without a word and strode rapidly out of the saloon. Matt was not a sensitive man but this was a surprise. He turned to the other man and asked the same question. And he got the same answer. By now. Matt was becoming just a little bit •peeved.’ "The bartender is going to answer me," he vowed.He turned to the bartender and asked, "What is it with the little shop across the way? Everybody seems to run away when I mention it." The fellow at first looked surprised, then he assumed a stubborn expression and started to turn away. But Matt’s big hand caught him and spun him around. He grabbed the bartender by the throat and squeezing, rasped, "Tell me or I’ll break your neck!" Then he let him go. The bartender coughed, gasped and sputtered, "Okay, I’ll tell you. But don’t blame me if something terrible happens to you."Then Matt got the story. It seemed that the proprietor of the little shop was a former archaeologist. He had made some rather famous discoveries in Greece and then had turned up in Gorgon. Aside from that, all anybody knew was that he had gone blind on one of his expeditions, been married in Greece and had brought his wife with him to the D.S. Nobody knew how he
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made the sculptures without his sight and nobody had seen his wife except from a distance. She had a wonderful, shapely figure but her face was still a mystery because she always wore a heavy veil, like that on a nun*s habit, even on the hottest summer days. Every once in a while he sold one or two of his sculptures to tourists but nobody in the town was interested in sculpture and nobody would go to the shop anyway. There was something weird about that place. With that, the bartender 'clammed up* and said that he knew no more."Well,” thought Matt, "This is just about perfect. A blind man and his wife. An ex-archaeologist must have some money and since nobody goes to the shop; it's a perfect place to 'knock over.* If I rob the place - and this time I'll know enough not to leave any witnesses - nobody will find out until I'm long gone."He turned, walked out of the bar, across the sun-drenched, dusty street and into the statuary shop. A tinkling bell announced his entrance and he waited for the proprietor to come in from the back room. When he entered, the little man wore a surprised, rather wary expression on his face. His blind eyes looked in the direction of the door and he asked, "Who is it?"Matt walked up to the small man and said, "Hello. My name is Matthew Borden. I was just passing through town when I saw your statues in the window and thought I'd stop in to meet the man who could create such magnificent works of art.""But I didn't..." The small man paused. Then he caught himself and went on, "I’m pleased to make your acquaintance, Mr. Borden. We have so few people dropping in here. You know, those rural people really don't appreciate my work."The two men talked for a while about the arts and gradually Matt learned more about the little man. He had brought his wife from a small island on the Aegean Sea where she had been an outcast from her people. They believed her to have the evil eye and as a result of this she still wore a veil outdoors or when in the presence of strangers. The couple had settled in this small town because she hadn't wanted to dwell near many people.By the time the little man had finished telling about himself and his wife the sun was setting, showering the clouds with streaking, red arrows of light and turning the fields of corn, which began just outside the village, to waves of rustling, fiery gold. Mr. Pershus, the little proprietor, realizing instinctively that it had grown late, suggested that if Matt would like to stay, they could get even better acquainted over dinner. He said his wife was an excellent cook, although he doubted that she would dine with them because of her shyness with strangers."This," thought Matt with a sardonic mental grin, "is more than I had counted on. I know it's terrible manners but I'll eat a home-cooked meal, then do the job." Aloud he said, "Thank you very much, Mr. Pershus. I
-9-



accept. It’s seldom that a traveling man like myself can get a home-cooked meal.""Wonderful! I’ll tell Eurale. That’s my wife’s name."As they strolled toward the dining-room, Matt was thinking, "These people have the strangest names I’ve ever heard. Pershus... Pershus... Isn’t there some Greek god by that name? This guy sure doesn’t look like any Greek god. And I've heard that name Euryale somewhere too...." He sat down at the dinner table still trying to remember where, in his books, he had encountered the names. Then dinner came and Matt gave up the unaccustomed exercising of his memory in favor of enjoying the wonderful meal. The main course was some sort of fowl that Matt had never tasted before and everything had been cooked in some unknown, exotic manner. Mr. Pershus* wife seemed to float in and out of the room on an ethereal breeze. Whenever she entered, the strange, sweet scent that pervaded the house entered with her and each time Matt saw the trim figure and smelled the strange perfume he grew more certain that he must see this woman’s face.Finally the excellent dinner was finished and the two men settled back in their chairs, smoking cigars. Euryale stood in the corner watching them as though waiting for something to happen. Matt decided that he shouldn’t disappoint her. "Well, Mr. Pershus," he said casually, "That was a mighty fine dinner. But I’m afraid I’m going to have to repay your generosity with an unkindness. It's a pity, but I'm going to have to kill you,” and he quickly whipped out the knife he always carried.Mr. Pershus just sat there saying nothing. Finally he smiled a slight sad smile and said, "I was afraid it was something like that."Euryale still stood silently. Matt thought it strange that two people who were about to die should react in this way but passed it off to shock. Then he sneered, "But before you both die I must ask one more favor of you. I’d like your permission to see your wife’s face. I’m sure she must be lovely."Mr. Pershus smiled slightly again and casually answered, "Since I can hardly deny you the pleasure, be my guest."Matt walked over to the corner where Euryale stood. He reached out, grasped the veil and pulled. Then the memory struck him. While he had been in prison he had, for want of anything else to do, supplemented his college studies by reading a few books on Greek mythology. It all added up. The strange scent, the heavy cap and veil, their calm acceptance of his threats. Medusa had been killed, but what of her two immortal sisters? He tried to stop his hand but it was too late. For a split second he heard a hissing, as that of snakes, and saw the beautiful, horrible face. Then nothing.The next day the people in Gorgon saw a new masterpiece in Mr. Pershus* shop. None paused to think how strange it was that so perfect a likeness of the stranger who had been in town the day before could be carved from stone in so short a time.
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THREE POEMS by Kathy SmithThought

Things .1 ThinkAll unknown in me Separates itself,And dominates others My every whim Will rule a life. Unrecognized seed Will make a person And I live not once, But many times.

I knowBut cannot seeWhat I no longer believeA spirit that flapsAnd screams soundlessly,Deafeningly.0 wild cryI cannot hear.’Are you infinite Noise and timeless?Am I always To never know why? Theology Without FaithWith not enough to know, But little to comprehend, And grinning truth Always behind the corner, Futilely I play the part Mocking hide-and-seek, With disobedient mind, And a staring unbelief.

THE WEEK IN 1950 by (Sharon Green)
There was a Monday in early May, 1950, when the budding trees, tiny spearlike plants, and the return of God’s lesser creatures were promising the coming of spring. I was eight years old that year, and my eight year old mind was dancing with dreams of pastel flowers in Mother’s garden, the downy sparrows that nestled in the vines on our porch, and all the wonderful things that came with the season spring. I was playing on the steps in front of the house when I saw my doctor father stride up the walk, and I dashed out to meet him, bubbling with news and excitement. But my father didn’t notice me, and he walked on. There was a strange look on his face, the same look he used when I had done something really bad; and it scared me so much that I sat down on the steps again, only this time I couldn’t play. I stayed there while I heard him close the front door, then speak in low tones to Mother in the kitchen. I got up and stood under the kitchen window, but all I could hear were some big words I had never heard before: "typhoid," and "epidemic,” and "unknown carrier."
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Mother called me into dinner then, but I wasn't hungry. We only said "pass the potatoes” or "good soup," and none of us ate very much. I tried to convince myself that everything was alright; it was spring, Mother hadn't noticed when I didn't eat spinach, but I knew something was horribly wrong.I went to bed almost right after supper that night, and just before going to sleep, I said a little prayer asking God to "please make everything all right when I wake up." But morning came and everything wasn't all right. Daddy had already gone to the office, and Mother fixed my breakfast and sent me off to school without a word. After school, I walked home slowly, went to my room and closed the door, and sat on my bed until supper. The dinner that night was even worse than the night before. Father was late, and when he did get home people kept telephoning him, and he would tell them all the same thing. "Yes, we think it's typhoid. No, it must be caused by a carrier." After every call he would return to the table, look at Mother, then ram a forkful of steak into his mouth with a sick expression on his face.Five days went by, and every day grew worse. Deep frown lines spread over Mother's face, and Daddy's hair turned from charcoal grey to dull silver color. The food tasted like dried grass at the silent meals, and the phone rang all day and night. Every night I prayed harder, asking God: "Please fix whatever is wrong."The seventh day was Sunday, and Daddy left right after church to make his rounds. Mother and I went for a long, silent walk to let Nature, with its young greenery, try and lift our spirits. After walking, we came home and just sat on the front porch, not seeing or saying much of anything. The sun was beginning to set and we could feel a slight spring chill when finally my father returned and sat down beside us on the cold, grey step. But he didn't feel the cold, and when he smiled, we didn't either. He stared at us with steady eyes before choking, "We've got it. We found the carrier."I didn't know what the words meant, but I could understand a smile, so we all smiled together as we ended that week in 1950.

THE SYMBOL by Hanna Johnson
He entered the hospital waiting-room unobtrusively, his laborer's boots leaving dark smudges of soil upon the polished floor. His gait was neither fast nor slow but purposeful. Because one leg was shorter than its mate, he walked unevenly, yet with dignity. His slender shoulders were bowed with weariness rather than years. His trousers, neat in appearance but rather tattered, were of cotton, and made no pretense of matching the worn coat; the faded-blue cotton shirt was carefully ironed, though somewhat frayed where collar and cuffs were visible. Since he wore no tie, the corded column of his slender throat could be seen, its muscles taut above
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the meagre chest. A limp brown cap, its inner band darkened by perspiration 
stains, had been removed when he came in and was folded under his arm.

He came forward gravely when his name was called; it was an old-world 
Hebrew name, and it suited him, somehow, in a special way. His right hand, 
carefully held before him, was swathed in a blood-stained white cloth.

The man sat impassively while the small, jagged laceration was treated, 
his thoughts on other things. A glance at the sensitive features disclosed 
not only their composure, but their lack of vitality. The thinning hair, 
slate-colored, appeared lifeless; it grew low upon the temples and neck. 
Weathered skin stretched parchment-like across the high cheekbones, form
ing gaunt hollows beneath them. Gentle brown eyes, set far back in their 
sockets, were infinitely sad. The dark line of eyebrows met across the 
bridge of the nose, accentuating its prominence. Pale lips formed a silent 
line above the jutting jaw, smudged with beard-shadow.

Although he was completely calm, his scarred hands, thin and deeply 
tanned, trembled constantly. The bony fingers, thickened at their tips, 
were heavily calloused; repeated bruising had ridged the discolored finger
nails. The sinewy arm lay bared, revealing on its tender inner surface an 
outline of black dots, executed in deliberate design. In deep tattoo, the 
symbols marched across the sallow skin; six numerals, spaced evenly, begin
ning with the letter *D^’

As he rose to leave, his eyes revealed the answer although his lips 
concealed the story — of DACHAU.

CORETTE LIBRARY CARROLL COLLEGE
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A CHILDHOOD INCIDENT The Gentle Man by John Bauernfeind
A man stands quietly on a hillside in the cold, late afternoon winter sun. His shadow sprawls faintly across the frozen windswept snow and seems obtrusive, like a shadow cast in the midnight sun. The man betrays no emotion as he watches his platoon finish digging their shallow holes in the rocky frozen earth. The men work slowly, almost reluctantly, but no one tries to hurry them. Haste seems useless now. The man glances at the trees that shadow the far side of the river directly in front of him. The men also are aware of the trees. It is as though fate were hidden there and everyman knew it, yet no one mentions it. Words are not necessary. The man whose silhouette is etched dark and alone against the crusted snow looks dully at the pistol he is holding and then replaces the heavy weapon in his holster.He does not close the flap."Hey Lieutenant.” A man has approached unnoticed. He smiles oddly; the yellow rotten-toothed smile of the man who is to clear the brush from the far riverbank."Have you finished?”The man ignores the question. "How much longer you think we got — sir?" he asks with a hint of irony.The lieutenant does not repeat his question, nor does he seem to mark the twist in the words. He appears lost in thought. "How much longer?" he asks as though not understanding the question."Yeh, you know sir, before they come, and then cross the river, and then — you know, sir." The man grins and watches the lieutenant’s blank face closely. Then he leans closer and confides: "’Bout an hour I’d say, wouldn’t you sir?" He shades his eyes and squints at the glaring sun."Yes sir, ’bout an hour. Well, I guess I’ll get back to my hole. Wouldn’t want the men to think I was showin* off or somethin’ standing up here in the open.” The man turns and saunters back across the crusted snow toward the holes. The lieutenant looks after him with a slightly puzzled expression. When the man reaches the position and disappears, two men crawl out and start up the hill. They are Sergeant Judson and a corporal simply called "Mai."Approaching slowly, they seem to be arguing heatedly in subdued tones. Watching their approach reminds the lieutenant of some forgotten childhood incident, but it’s beyond recall; buried in the pages of the past. Trying to remember is like searching for the same kernel of wheat in a pile or the same ripe grape in a bunch after once turning away."Hey Lieutenant, can we talk to ya a minute?" The two men wait silently and with obvious respect for the lieutenant’s response, but he is silent, still lost in thought.... -14-
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It’s odd — these men. For so many months they snarled and cursed and ran the company themselves. I felt useless, like an observer. But now, they*re suddenly respectful — it’s odd.The sergeant and his corporal look knowingly at each other; the latter is evidently in pain as he stands with his hand cupped against his head, gingerly pressing the palm to his right ear. Shifting his weight from one foot to the other, the sergeant also waits; he is growing impatient.The lieutenant looks up. "I’m sorry men, I was thinking. What’s the matter with the ear, Mai — frost-bite?"The sergeant and the corporal again glance at each other, then Judson speaks: "That ain't what we came to talk about, Lieutenant. I mean, we got somethin’ important to say. Look — we talked to the men. An we figger — I mean all of us — the men an’ us — well, we don’t go along with it. I mean, the captain, he didn't do right by you. Somebody’s got to stay, but you — no. It’s crazy. I mean, what’ll be the use? You ain’t even a good shot."The lieutenant smiles slowly. "So?""So, damn it, Lieutenant, we want you to take off. I mean it ain’t right. Just ’cause the lovin’ bastard hates your guts, that ain't a good ’nough reason for me.""Take off? You mean just leave?""Bight, Lieutenant. Look, me an Mai here talked to the men. They figger you got a raw deal too. They figger you could put the old man on report and maybe hang his ass. See what I mean? You're a company commander— what are ya doin' here wit* a platoon? See what I mean? But not if yer dead.You can’t do it if yer dead. See Lieutenant, you gotta do it. It’s the only way anything will be right. It won't be right if you stay here with us. It’s gotta be right."The lieutenant seems impressed and is thoughtful for a moment, then he turns to the corporal. "How ’bout it Mai? What do you think?" Mai has been standing with his eyes to the ground intently searching for something near the lieutenant’s feet."Ah go ’long with Judson” he replies, still staring at the earth. "Damn if I know why, but ah do.""I’ll have to think it over," murmurs the lieutenant."But there’s not much time," protests Judson, visibly concerned.The lieutenant turns and walks slowly down toward the river, feeling the men watching him. From the bank he stares across to the other side.It’s deserted now, the brush has been cleared from the dark line of trees up to the edge of the slowly moving water. The sun has slipped behind the
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trees, splashing their tops in flowing orange, Now it melts to dull yellow and the shadows below are long and gray. The sun has almost finished. The lieutenant looks toward his platoon. They’re quiet now. They’ve finished digging. Now they*re waiting — waiting to see what happens. The lieutenant turns slowly and walks back toward the position. He searches the faces in the holes — expectant faces, questioning faces, frightened faces, smug, knowing faces. Si^ty-one pale, white, watching faces.The lieutenant is sad — this is what it takes — and then it's too late, or is it?When he reaches the position he crawls into a hole with a trembling P.F.C. "I*m sorry son'/’: he says.Judson glares at the lieutenant for a moment but says nothing, then he turns and stares bitterly toward the trees across the river.Mai also is silent. He tries to catch Judson’s eye but the other is looking out across the dusky, slowly moving river. Mai shrugs his shoulders and looks at the lieutenant and there is pity in his eyes.The faint glow in the West is gone. Somewhere a man coughs."Here they come, sir.” The word is passed. The men do not hesitate to address the man crouched next to the frightened P.F.C. as "Sir". The shadows across the river slip like phantoms from the trees and glide toward the river’s edge.
In the early morning sun two jeeps with red crosses painted across their tops and on their sides bounce up a frozen rutted road, climbing steadily toward the top of the hill and the turn-off that will take them across the windswept crusted snow and down toward the river."There it is."The lead jeep slithers sideways up the road fighting to free itself from the deep ruts. Lunging across the narrow road, it bounds up and over the low bank of the shoulder and starts across the frozen snow, down toward the river, the second jeep following. In the distance, near the bottom of the hill by the river’s edge, is a line of foxholes looking quiet and very still."What do you think?" says the driver of the lead jeep."Go on,” replies his companion."It looks awfully quiet.""Go on I said."The jeeps continue on. At the bottom of the hill a few yards from the flank position they stop. The drivers switch off the engines but remain
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seated.’’Goddam” whispers the driver of the first jeep, and it sounds like a prayer. His companion stares and says nothing. The wind whistles down off the hill and stings their faces with bits of blowing frozen snow; cold snow that swirls lightly over the hoods of the jeeps, then off in little billows, and under the jeeps and over the bodies frozen stiff in their frantic last fear; last for them now because never again would the expected terrify, now finally there was acceptance, pure like frozen snow — it was either hate or love. The two medics get heavily out of the jeep and feel the cold warmth of the early morning sun filter through the lightly blowing waste.They shiver when they feel the cold glare and see a drop of melting water trickle down a frozen face and drop from a whiskered chin."A whole platoon.""Yeah.""They’re all dead. Everyone of them." "Yeah."One of them turns reluctantly to the two stretcher bearers quietly smoking near the second jeep."You can start over there."The stretcher bearers walk to the nearest hole and begin dragging a man out."He’s a lieutenant; see the bars?""Sure is a mess.""Bet they went for him first.""Wouldn’t have made any difference anyway — he was bound to die."One of the medics watches the man being dragged out of the hole. Then he walks over and peers closer at his bloody face."Hey wait a minute. Let’s get the others first."The stretcher bearers release the body and it slides stiffly back into the hole."Bring out the one next to him; he’s a white man."
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THE PEAKS OF MYSTERY by Dave Levesque
Distant snow gleams beyond tan bills.Where unknown heights rise skyward.But the garden needs a weeding And the grass wants a trimming.Oh, now I hear the cheery soundOf the meadowlark.He sings his misty musicWhere lie the swamp, the hills,And the speckled sand;But the mountains lie beyond.What’s up there, in those snowy heights? I've heard it’s only rock and ice.Yet often men have wondered What hidden mystery lay unfathomed In the burning days and icy nights Of the great Himalayas.So man has sought to know the truth Of what lies beyond.And so it is with me;I've sought the highest peaksThat in the distance stoodBeyond the hills, the swamp and meadowlark.T’was only rock and ice up there;On top, the view was grand,But so was the memory of the peaks That I've seen afar, while yet a boy,When the grass wanted trimming And the garden needed weeding.When in childhood’s eyeSome unknown hidden treasureLurked in a certain cave along the sky. Perhaps the wonder of it all,In youthful eyes,Was meant to unveil a mystery greater.
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THE HAILSTORM by Augustine Minjares
The night is a hot black oven. The stars resemble white hot sparks flung across the sky. A dry heat radiates from everything and sweat evaporates almost before it can gather on the brow. No breeze has energy enough to stir the oppressive heat, and sound carries easily through the still night air.With the first glimmerings of dawn the rasping squeak of a lonely cricket is joined by the reluctant notes of birds as they greet the new day. The horizon begins to take shape and the first light of the sun changes the prairie into a world of silhouettes. The sunlight reflecting from the few clouds clinging to the sky line gives them a rosy hue which gradually darkens and spreads from horizon to horizon.The slightly tangy and musty odor permeating the air becomes stronger as the sun climbs higher and a few breezes awaken and yawn themselves into motion. The scent is one easily recognized by anyone who has lived on a farm, for it is the smell of wheat standing in the field, some already ripe and the rest assuming the light tan of wheat ready for harvest as the sun fades the few remaining green patches left in the fields.This ripening of the wheat means the end of another summer and the beginning of fall harvest, for the combines will soon begin their ever narrowing spirals of the Wheatfields as they ravenously reap the golden harvest. Though the farmers riding the combines may become disgruntled at the clouds of wheat chaff hovering around the working combines, they have only to turn and watch the grain pour into the combine’s hopper to be cheered.The heat which has enabled the harvest to begin assumes a sinister quality, for it is on such hot days that the dark storm clouds, which act as the advance guard for hail clouds, are bred. Already, over the northwestern horizon stormclouds are slowly forming into regiments in preparation for a charge. The hot dry air takes on a humid sultriness which causes clothes to stick to the body at every movement. Then, with their battle lines formed and the howling wind blowing the charge, the storm clouds move swiftly across the sky pelting the earth with a light barrage of rain. Their advance scouting taken care of, the rain clouds relay the order to advance and the main force moves in.The hail clouds approach with a rolling motion as the wheels of their ponderous gun carriages slip on the yielding surface of air. After a few light shots of hail have been fired to bracket the target, the cannonade of grapeshot begins and within thirty seconds the once waving fields of grain are reduced to a matted tangle of cannon fodder with the pounding hailstones threshing the grain out onto the ground. Trees are stripped of their leaves and in some cases even the*bark is battered loose, while house windows are smashed and shutters and shingles ruthlessly shattered by hailstones slightly larger than golfballs. Machinery is dented and the windshields on trucks and cars become a spidery maze of cracks; any livestock that is not under shelter
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receives severe bruises and even a few are killed by the hurtling missiles of ice.The merciless bombardment of nature continues for a half hour and then slowly ceases and a calm once more prevails. The hailstones have formed into drifts in some places and the entire land is whitewashed with an icy coating that chills the air, as if suddenly a winter day had been transported to mid-August.The sun shines through the translucent hailclouds acting as rear guard, making them resemble lustrous pearls in a setting of white velvet, but the scene below is a battlefield completely ravaged by the forces of nature.Where crops once stood the land is leveled, trees stand like naked skeletons, houses and sheds resemble battered corpses with the wounds of broken windows gaping open, machinery is pockmarked from the onslaught, while cars and trucks sit blindly staring at the scene with shattered headlights. Livestock caught in the icy maelstrom either limp painfully about or lie in the stillness of death. Nature in viewing the scene relents somewhat and draws our attention away from the devastation with a half halo of the spectrum painted in the misty air.The rainbow slowly disappears and, as the afternoon passes, an inventory of the damage is taken while man slowly recovers from the loss inflicted upon him. Then as the sun begins its descent, the clouds are stained with the blood of battle which darkens in varying hues as it spreads over the cloud covered sky. As slowly as the bloody stain spreads itself across the sky it withdraws and as the last rays of the sun reluctantly fade, night once more blankets the universe.Tonight, however, is chilly and the stars resemble chips of ice which may have ricocheted off the earth in the preceding devastation. Man gratefully pulls the blankets around him as he ponders over the day and the wide range of heat and cold,-growth "and destruction, and beauty and ugliness it has brought and curiously awaits tomorrow when both nature and man will begin the long and tedious process of reconstruction.

THUNDERSTORMS by Pat Duffy
Thunderstorms, to me, do not signify the wrath of an angry God, the accidental mixup of some layers of air, or a nightmare designed to terrify or provoke repentance. Rather, thunderstorms seem a game between earth and sky, a rare instance in which nature has a chance to play.To appreciate properly a thunderstorm, view it alone, free from distractions. Watch the storm as it attacks the plain, the mountain, or the
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seashore, and concentrate on the strange beauty of it.Watch the thunderstorm from the rocking chair of your porch on the prairie. The wind tickles the clouds and they shout back; it teases the lightning, disturbing its jagged course; it whips the dry ground and gleefully kicks up sandy whirlwinds. The thunder has free rein on the prairie. Its rolling cadence tumbles to the ground and somersaults across the dirt and sagebrush until it is worn out, and a new peal replaces it. Lightning pelts the ground in this one-sided fray, and occasionally, with an added burst of energy, rolls itself into a ball and tears along the flat earth.Feel the playfulness of the storm, and the sensation of exhilaration it brings you.A thunderstorm at the seashore is a joy to the spirit. The silver clouds dash for each other and cling close so that the sky cannot peek through at the secret game below. The contest starts slowly, with tiny rumblings coming from within the clouds and a soft rolling of the blue-grey water. Soon though, the thunder rocks the sky and the sea rushes back and forth in a vain attempt to equal the force of the thunder. Foaming white- caps peek up at the lightning, teasing it in a game of hide-and-seek. The lightning darts down, and the whitecaps duck beneath the frothy cover of the tossing sea. Safe and dry under an outcropping of rock forty feet from the shore, breathe in the vibrant fresh air, and feel the joy that comes with sharing a secret, in watching this private game between the elements.Or take a thunderstorm in the mountains. Here the storm meets its equal in the majesty of the earth. The sky growls, and the bulbous mountains seem to heave and roll in reply. The thunder bounces back and forth from hill to hill and from valley to sky. The air is rich with the sound and you feel more alive with each succeeding peal. Cunning spears of white fire stab at the proud pines, and they wave their long arms in defiance.Watch this sparring game, and thrill to the power and force of the battle.There must be many, many more moods of the storm, for the game is just a little different in each location. If you but take the time to look and enjoy, you will find this pageant of nature stirring you to a greater appreciation of the tonic of the earth’s forces on the soul of man.
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DESERT SUNRISE by James Byrnes
The desert spun through darkness In turn to slideBeneath the rising furnace eye that left No night to hideStones that seemed, by shadowed silhouette, Cowled monks at prayerIn an unwalled cloister wherensOlitude Had stilled the air.The furnace eye rayed heat and light Across the desert bedTo gild the sand and search the hidden place Where night had fled.Color/burst, beneath the rays of heat,Frpm the desert stone;The Spectrum raged on gilded sand ^.That bedded every tone.Cact/i stood with heavy arms upraised Robed in morning gold;Th/y must, to plea for sustenance,/ The furnace eye behold.How deft our Maker's master stroke To overlay such gloryUpon a desert scene, and leave a child Gifted with the memory.

HERMAN SWENSON by Sandra Rosager
A thick cloud of cigarette smoke coiled through the Du Nord Bar, and hovered beneath the low ceiling; a fuzzy haze that floated through the warm clamor of voices. Rose-colored lights, hidden behind mirrors that sheathed the two longest walls, stained the smoke a dull pink. The owner of the Du Nord, a stooped lisping Norwegian named Herman Swenson, stood behind the bar talking to his bartender over the blur of conversation that was sprinkled with frequent raucous chuckles. Scowling, he said, "Yah, I guess something has to be done about all this smoke. A person can't hardly breathe in here. Those blasted air-conditioners!" The lines in his rugged face deepened and he scratched his sparse grey hair as he pondered about the high costs of living these days and about bothersome air-conditioners that always needed repairing.
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"Cheer up Herman. The customers are still coming in, aren’t they?" shrilled the bartender, a small bald man who reached only the chest of Herman’s gaunt six foot three inch frame."Yah, yah. That’s true." And Herman smacked his lips in satisfaction and his deep-set eyes twinkled as he looked out over the crowd of people in the bar, for the most part his good friends and regular customers who frequented the Du Nord with intense constancy.The stools clustered in front of the crescent-shaped bar were all occupied by lumpy jolly women and their beer-drinking men dressed in work clothes — fishermen, carpenters, and laborers who inhabited the Scandinavian section in San Francisco. Against the opposite wall stood five booths, squashy and red, all occupied by more of the hearty Scandinavians, who at the moment were enjoying the savor of Selma Swenson’s ludefisk and lefse. Herman’s wife was laboring over a steaming old-fashioned stove in the rear kitchen, preparing the tasty dish. She had brought the recipe for the codfish specialty with her from the Old Country thirty-five years before, when she and Herman had come to California as newly-weds.As Herman gazed happily around the bar, lost in a dream, the expression on his face was almost one of tenderness. As a young man he had worked, sweat and struggled to make a decent living for his family with most of those men. When he had taken over the Du Nord Bar ten years before and his income had increased considerably, the possibility of moving out of his drab tenement had not even occured to him or his wife, though the youngest of their three sons had hinted at it. The ties between him and the other Scandinavians in the district were too firmly rooted in tradition, friendship and shared hardships to be so easily transplanted. "Yah,” he thought to himself, "It is good to have friends that stick by you even when you make more money than they do." The thought of money reminded him again of the broken air-conditioners and he frowned irritably.A voice, shrieking above the laughter and talking, startled him from his thoughts. "Herman, Herman! Come here, Herman," screamed a hefty middle-aged woman sitting in one of the booths across the room. She beckoned to him with a fleshy pink arm.Picking up his brown mug of beer, Herman shuffled around the bar and across the worn red carpet to the booth. He stretched out a huge calloused hand, laughing, "Olga Lakeguard. And I see your sister has come with you tonight." He grinned foolishly at the ruddy-faced woman sitting opposite Olga."Yah," she chuckled. "The men are up at the bar. We’re all celebrating tonight. I want to introduce you Herman to Sena here, my brother’s girl." She gestured to the plump braided girl sitting next to her, whose brown hair was wound richly around her shining face. "She just got here two days ago from Norway. But she don’t speak English, Herman."The young woman murmured something in the soft sweet language of her country, her voice unmarred by the roughness of English. Herman chortled
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in delight, and as he replied to her in the same language in his broken voice 
his pale eyes grew misty, and any thoughts of air conditioners and money prob 
lems flew from his mind.

THE GAMBLER

by Augustine Minjares

A farmer is usually envisioned as a stalwart man, bronzed by the sun 
and weathered by the wind. He has a normal share of worries and a strong 
moral character; though environment may make him a little rough and occa
sionally stubborn, he is always law-abiding. He has an occasional tendency 
to mistake a prairie chicken or a pheasant for one of his chickens and shoot 
it for Sunday dinner, but it has been fed with his grain, so he feels that 
it is an honest mistake.

In reality he is an incurable gambler who willingly bets all he has in 
a manner that makes laws prohibiting gambling seem as ridiculous and as easy 
to enforce as those of prohibition were. Every year he cannot wait to again 
face his opponent, nature, who neither knows nor cares that she is being chai 
lenged in a game of chance that makes the businessman’s weekly game of stud 
poker resemble child’s play.

Spring has no more than announced its approach when the dryland farmer 
is giving his tractor and grain drill a final inspection to make certain that 
he will be ready to begin his yearly gamble. If there is sufficient submois
ture in the ground to allow his seed to sprout and get a good start, he has 
been dealt his first ace. However, if the moisture is lacking he must take 
a chance on enough rain falling after the seed is planted to give it a good 
start. With the seed in the ground, nature may call the farmer’s hand and 
beat him with a sudden downpour that will wash out his seed, forcing him to 
reseed and begin his gamble anew; it may deny sufficient moisture for the 
seed to start; or it may allow the seed to sprout and begin to grow.
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If just planting the seed were all that were necessary for playing the game, the farmer would have an excellent bet, but his land is not rich enough to assure a good crop, and to offset the lack, he mixes fertilizer with his seed, thereby throwing another chip into the pot. The wheat no more than clears the ground when nature deals itself a couple of cards from the bottom of the deck with weeds and grasshoppers. To control these, the farmer deals himself another ace with chemical spray and thus ups the ante again.The farmer can only utilize half of his cultivated land for crops each year, the other half must remain fallow to gain moisture. To prevent weeds from sapping the nutrition from this fallow land and to keep it in shape for planting the next year it is necessary to cultivate it. This cultivation of summer fallow places a few more chips in the pot in the form of gas bills for: the tractor.As the summer goes on, the farmer plays a waiting game, a drought will cause his crops to dry up and all the money bet on them will be lost, a partial drought will cut his crop’s yield down far enough to eliminate any possible profit. Only a summer with sufficient rainfall and not too much heat will assure him of a good crop.The fact that he has a good crop ready for harvest doesn’t mean that he has won; nature can still deal herself a royal flush. This may come in the form of unexpected fall hailstorms, which, although they sometimes last only half an hour, can totally destroy the crop in the first thirty seconds. These storms not only destroy his crop, but they also damage his buildings and machinery, and in some cases even injure or kill his livestock, thus causing further loss. Insuring'for hail damage megns betting’six hundred dollars .that there will be a hailstorm. If there is no storm and the crop dries up, he will loose the whole pot to nature.Having put his crop in and worked his summer fallow, the farmer must now average eleven to thirteen bushels of grain per acre merely to cover the cost of seed, fertilizer, chemical spray, gas and oil used during the summer and the necessary repairs to his machinery over the summer.There are some years when the farmer does get a good crop, manages to harvest it and still has some profit left over after paying his bills. The chances are that this is the year his nine-year old combine has finally worn out and must ifce replaced — a new one costs about $7000 — or he needs a new tractor — this costs about $4,500 — and there go the greatest share of the profits. When he does finish buying new equipment, he may have a total profit of $6,000 to show for a year’s work. In an excellent year this may be as high as $20,000, but again in a bad year he has a total loss, which must be made up in the good years.To obtain more money the farmer does not seek a secure winter job, instead he has another side bet going. He has planted corn, chopped it for silage — if it has managed to grow — and has bought cattle to feed over the winter on the hazardous chance that the price of beef will be high enough to allow him a profit in the spring.
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Yes, the farmer is a stalwart man, but he is also a gambler, a firm believer in the next year; for as one oldtimer put it, "This is the best next year country in the world." Next year the wheat will be chest-high on a tall man, average eighty bushels per acre and sell for $4.00 a bushel, or it might not even get out of the ground. The farmer only knows that if there is a next year, he will bet his money and even his farm on what it will bring in the way of a crop for him.

THE NEW GENERATION by Mike Duffy
The afternoon was grey and sultry. The low rumblings of the clouds promised rain as the bus swung into the offside picnic area. At the edge of Lake Jordan the early arrivals, those who had their own cars, stood near the water’s edge in little clusters throwing pebbles into the placid grey surface of the cold water. They spoke in low voices. The bus doors swung open and girls in slacks and sweatshirts climbed down the bus steps. They too gathered into small groups, then looked around expectantly, watching for the arrival of the rest of the cars. The more popular girls had caught rides with the boys; and besides, the boys would be bringing beer. Then the cars began to arrive in a swirl of dust and flash of hubcaps. The stillness ended as couples climbed from cars and shouted to the early arrivals. The college sophomore class picnic was underway.A heavy-set girl, a bored expression clouding her face, lugged the bats and balls from the bus and dropped them with a clatter on the grass. A truck arrived with the food. A large fire was lit and grates were set up to cook the chicken.The cars bearing beer in their trunks were parked on a hill near the soft- ball field, a safe distance from the picnic area and prying chaperones. Soon those who had been standing near the fire wandered up the hill to the softball field and stood around talking, waiting to be offered a beer. Someone tried to start a tug-of-war to pass the time but no one seemed interested. Groups of boys and girls stood near the cars watching. Occasionally someone would climb into a car, open a beer, duck his head below the window and guzzle. A thin boy struggled up the hill with the bats and ball and dropped them in the powdery dirt near home plate. No one noticed.It grew darker quickly as the day went on. Boys drank beer openly now, leaning on the fenders of their cars. Whenever girls wandered past, one of the braver lads would shout, "Son of a bitch" to prove himself a man. The girls would giggle and walk on as the boys nearby snickered and nudged each other. Soon girls were coaxed to cars for beer. Couples began teetering off arm in arm up the hillside only to return a few minutes later and knowingly acknowledge the teasing of their friends, snuggled in cars, neatly balancing beer cans between their feet.
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The more timid boys, left out because they wouldn’t drink or weren’t accepted by the group, walked musing along the shore tossing pebbles in the lake, waiting for the chicken to cook. Two boys played catch with the dis-? carded softball and wished they were brave enough to have a beer or take a girl for a walk. Some just leaned against their cars and made earthy remarks about the pretty girls climbing in and out of cars. Plain girls walked unnoticed past the cars, down to the fire and then back to the cars again. Lone ly girls sat on the grass in groups, talked disapprovingly of the behavior of the popular girls and silently wished some boy would offer them a beer, if only so that they could refuse it.The chaperones discreetly played at horseshoes behind a concealing grove of trees. The clangs and shouts effectively warned away the weaving couples seeking a quiet spot to sit and kiss. Meaningless fights erupted as a boy accidently bumped into someone, or a swaggering lad spilled beer on the person next to him. These began with a flurry of fists but quickly degenerated to verbal battles between the two combatants, swearing and arguing for the title of victor. Some of the boys loaded their cars with friends and raced wildly up steep side-hills to demonstrate their bravery and skill.When the chicken was nearly cooked, the students wandered down the hill, stood in a cluster around the fire and stared. A few silently unloaded the remainder of the food from the truck. The more passionate lovers still embraced in the back seats of cars now parked near the fire. Everyone spoke in low voices, save for an occasional loud shout from a boy unused to beer drinking. The chaperones played another game of horseshoes in their grove and then wandered over to eat. It was now almost completely dark. Coat collars were flipped up as protection against the cool breeze.The breeze whipped in gusts around the group of onlookers and whisked swirls of dust across the food spread on the picnic table and upon the chicken frying on the grills.Soon all had eaten and began to climb into the cars for the return to town. The girls who weren’t offered rides climbed slowly into the bus, pausing now and then to glance hopefully toward the loaded cars. Tires spun and gravel flew as the cars raced off down the dirt road. It started to rain. In one of the cars a young girl, her mind slightly fuzzy from beer, snuggled close to her new-found lover and complained that the chicken had been raw.
This picnic was much more than just another college outing, for it contained within it the essence of the new generation. Poets talk of the beat generation and college students laugh at young men in beards and tattered clothes. They dismiss the beatnik as a sensualist lacking the courage to face the world and the problems it holds for those just now coming of age. Then, the students smugly sit back and assure themselves that they are different, that they are courageous, that they are taking a college degree so that they may be prepared to accept their place in society as leaders, ready to help the world out of the labyrinth.
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Yet, when these same students set out to enjoy themselves as a group, to cast off for a few hours the pressures of study and dormitory life, they fail miserably. They search for pleasure and relaxation and find it in the sense pleasures they vociferously condemn in their beatnik counterparts. They sit before a television set staring numbly for hours; passive receptors unwilling to think. Their conversation centers almost entirely on boys, girls, beer, dances, and cars. They use cars as a means of excitement: drag-racing, cruising, and a convenient place to make love to girls reared in the sensualist tradition of movie magazines, motion pictures, and steady dating. They allow themselves to be worked into an excited and irrational frenzy by a group of pretty cheerleaders asking encouragement for a school team. They drink for the feeling of freedom and achieve only escape. They boast of how drunk they got the night before, assured that they are, as a result, finally adults.Their outings degenerate to abortive attempts to seek out pleasure. Their dances become nothing but another excuse to embrace, to display their charms, or to drink themselves to a stupor.This is not to say that there are no exceptions to the trend, nor is it meant to diminish the validity of sense pleasures intelligently used.There are students capable of using sense pleasures intelligently. There are students capable of finding enjoyment above the level of the sentient. Nevertheless, they are the exceptions to the rule, the deviates from the norm. The general trend is away from the intellectual and spiritual toward the sensual. And the sensual seldom satisfies the seeker after happiness.The picnic, an actual occurence, contained nearly all the elements of the trend: the abortive, sensual, fumbling attempts at love; a group dependent upon alcohol for a feeling of freedom and the ability to act and speak without inhibitions; the hopeless feeling of inadequacy experienced by those unwilling or unable to go along with the general trend; the seeking of excitement from high speeds and chance taking.Significantly enough, one of the most obvious failings of the picnic, and the most noticible lack of the new generation is the inability to laugh.To be sure, there was laughter of a sort. There were loud guffaws at the dirty jokes and the shady asides. People giggled when someone slipped and fell in the lake. But nowhere was there any open, free, completely unrestrained laughter. The new generation can as yet only laugh at the expense of others. They still are unable to laugh at themselves.This generation then is, in one sense, beat, cast down, unable to rise above the sensate culture into which it was born. Students in colleges sneer, but allow their actions to contradict their disdain. They are unable, for the most part, to enjoy themselves. Study is a burden; relaxation on the sensual level alone is unsatisfying.
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SUICIDE by Dick Wing
The existential philosophy has as its basis the concept of the fundamen tai frustration of mankind. Many people in the United States accept this philosophy without consciously knowing they are doing so. Or thus it would appear from the actions of many of those people to the world about them.The existentialists believe that there are only four ways that man can react to his frustrated existence. He can learn to accept this life and try to see the good and beautiful in it; he can become a Christian and wait for a better life, the completion of this one, after death; he can become a Communist and believe that his perfection lies in subordination to the state; or he can commit suicide. This is not to say that they advocate all of these methods. These are just the possibilities.The surprising and saddening thing is that most people who, either consciously or unconsciously, accept the existential philosophy utilize the last method of reaction to the unpleasantness of human existence. That is, they choose suicide.Suicide, as defined, is the act of intentionally ending one’s life.This is perhaps a sufficient definition in a limited sense, but in a larger sense suicide covers much more than the ending of one's corporeal existence.Upon encountering the terra "suicide,” an image is immediately evoked of a person lying in an extremely uncomfortable,sprawled position — sometimes bloody but always very dead. Perhaps there is a great deal of gore splatter ed around from the impact of a human body with a hard concrete surface, or perhaps brains and blood dot the walls of a room after being ripped from the skull*by: a’bullet;the distinct odor of peach pits may be present in the room telling the story of an agonizing death from cyanide. The sights and signs of physical suicide are always unpleasant, even nauseating, to the observer for they tell of the complete and utter finish of a human life. The body of what once was a man is now nothing but a mass of quivering protoplasm.But this is only one form of suicide. Perhaps it is the most dramatic, but it is hardly the most prevalent or even the most disturbing. At least the act was a conscious one and inherent in it was a certain courage, a boldness and daring which stemmed from a conscious (if somewhat overwrought) weighing of the pros and cons of the stimuli which led to the final act.A second, even more horrible, form of suicide is suicide of the mind; that is, insanity. In this instance insanity is referred to in the generally accepted sense as the inability to conform to reality in a socially acceptable manner. In a word, to go stark, raving mad. The conflicts and frustrations which one meets in everyday life are more than difficult for the person who suffers insanity; they are unbearable. For this reason his mind rebels and retreats to a world of its own wherein the conflicts are solved and the frustrations cease to exist. This rebellion may be involuntary, but on a conscious or unconscious level the decision has been
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reached, the mental retreat has been accomplished. The insane man is still human insofar as his body is intact and his organs are in functioning order. However, he has actually ceased to be a man for all practical purposes.His mind no longer has the ability to function in a manner superior to, or even equal to, lower animals or, for that matter, to plants. He has relinquished the unique characteristic of the human being; that is, the ability to reason clearly about his environment and the world in general. So it is clear that he too, as much as the man who has completely ended his life, has committed a form of suicide.The third and final form of suicide might also be classed as a second form of insanity, the most hopeless form of mental illness and the most definitely difficult to cure since it is found among those who appear to be normal — this is intellectual suicide. Many apparently "normal" persons in the United States are normal only in the sense that they are completely adjusted to an abnormal society. They live a mechanical life without an ounce of rebellion in a society where individuality and the occasional desire to be alone is considered extremely improper. The mere purchase of a television set — the first step — is like cocking the hammer on a pistol or climbing onto a fifth story window ledge. With the advent of the TV in a household a mental lethargy seems to settle over the whole family; conversation grinds to a laborious halt as the center of interest moves from the group to the machine.The person who performs automatic tasks in a mechanical manner during the working day continues the "intellectual suicide" because his mind is not being challenged or exercised in any way. Even the individual who does have a "thinking job" during the day but spends all his evenings and leisure time with nothing but mechanical entertainment is committing, to a certain extent, "intellectual suicide." It must be assumed that he knows well the job which he is performing. He is not broadening his scope of knowledge at all, but is satisfied to repeat the same acts day after day. Everyone needs a certain amount of relaxation. Nevertheless, the relaxation of the leisure hours must be spiced with mental exercise of some type or the mind becomes stagnant with the stilled water of often-performed tasks.The most profoundly disturbing facet of intellectual self-destruction is its slow and insidious process. The constant watching of television can be so enervating, that within a matter of weeks, days or even hours the manhood of a person may decline to a point which renders him incapable of performing the natural human functions of thinking and creating from subjective ideas. This nirvana, combined with mass bombardment by commercial advertising, makes him susceptible almost past any resistance to domination from other sources such as business leaders, neighborhood organizations and unscrupulous politicians. The man who thus loses his ability to be an individual — to think for himself — who is perfectly adjusted to the abnormal society made up of an over-organized, mindless, machine-dominated people, has himself become lifeless. He is a being without a class unless there be a class for single organisms of the mass-mind of the organized society. He is neither man nor animal; neither mentally alive nOr physically dead. He has the potency of man but is, in act, less than an animal.
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All these forms of suicide result in the death of either the mind or the body, or both. Death of the mind frequently results in death or deterioration of the body; death of the body definitely results in death of the mind, at least on the strictly physical plane as we know it.The existentialists hold that these methods are escapes from the manifest frustrations of human life and in this they are correct. But existentialism does not promote these as the best possible escapes, nor do they promote any escape as being worthy of man’s intelligence. To the conscious acceptor of this philosophy, as well as to any intelligent man, all the methods of suicide are both horrifying and abhorrent. They deprive man of his only really unique possession, his intellect and human life.

EGO IPSEThe Identification of Self by Jim Lopach
The contemporary society has been called a "Nation of Sheep". It has been accused of living according to the dictates of Madison Avenue. And on the more personal level of life, individuals find themselves unconsciously submitting to the principles of others. Habits, beliefs, and opinions are held to without a critical attitude in matters of vital importance for a successful life. The habitual television watcher, the traditional Catholic who has never questioned his Faith, the social elite, whose manners and morals are formed by the disillusioned columnist, all are components of a passive, impressionable society. Because "society" expects subsurvience, the need arises for the individual to rebel and withdraw himself from this maze of pretentiousness and conformity. He must take an objective look at the world in which his life is spent. In this world he must orientate himself and develop his potentialities as a human being.All men have a common set of components that make up their nature. Similar faculties, similar needs, and for the most part, similar faults are possessed by all. The truly outstanding person has transcended this complexus of leveling powers by a deeper realization of the potentiality inherent in him as an individual human being. By taking the necessary time, patience, and initiative he has made this realization an integral part of his actual life.The man who has considered himself as an individual person, capable of exercising his own will and able to distinguish himself apart from the insignificant in distinct situations, has begun to achieve his identity. He has begun to realize that he is an independent entity, capable of possessing critical knowledge of situations, and able to make his own decisions in these situations. No one has been so kind as to inform him of his identity, nor has he discovered his identity on some yellowed page of a neglected manuscript.By abstracting himself from the influence of the trivia, the insignificant
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preaching the insignificant, he is capable of arriving at his own principles of evaluating those which are offered him by others. He will arrive at the conclusion that he is able to remain separate from the contemporary elite, those whose manners and morals are held out of ignorance by the common herd as the norm of society. This awareness of the possibility and value of experiencing self as self is necessary for the understanding and living of life as life. That is, his true effectiveness among others is impossible until he has attained confidence in himself and has realized his position among others.He must acquire the virtue of Christian humility, by which he can recognize his own abilities, which offer him limitless potentialities for growth. He must also admit his own weaknesses, and thus conduct his life among his fellow men accordingly.Probably the saddest example in the contemporary scene of the neglected self-concept is found in the popular image of the '’American Girl”. There cannot be found a more blind submission to a more false and mindless form of conformity. Though the majority of people pay lip service to the Classical - Christian notion of man as a composite, yet they worship at the shrine of this fair creature, bright eyed and status soaring, fcr whom the intelligence, the superior component of man, has been swept aside for the triumphant entry of the glamorous body and radiant face. To be the "cynosure of all eyes" has become the ultimate goal in the social ladder of the aspiring Miss, and anything short of this achievment signifies defeat and failure. Intellectual pursuits and practical accomplishments she leaves to the less fortunate, less attractive members of her sex, while as one of the elite she is content to provide the world with her stunning presence. She finds realization of self in the adulation of the "fellows" on terms of physical beauty alone. The noble and true component of her human nature is starved as the other less worthy is gorged with vain attention for the purpose of receiving acceptance in an equally vain world. It is true enough that the attractive girl will never cease to be accepted. For what reason, then, is this perversity of already acceptable beauty and the rejection of the higher nature.Today we essentially see a mass product of look alikes, act alikes, and think alikes. The blight of conformity and blind submission to the universally suggested has poisoned the existence of the individual. Even though the offered idea or object appears good, it must be questioned ?nd subjectively accepted.Too often the poison of the accepted is swallowed without any available antidote of truth, a truth which is attained only through deliberate and intelligent withdrawl from the common and mediocre. The ensuing identification of self and purpose is absolutely necessary. The well founded individual must exist as the only conformity.
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THE WORM by Dave Levesque
Why do you squirm so, worm,While upon the hook I bait you?Is it the fish with gills and teeth That makes you squirm?Or is it the pride, that you,Worm, were chosenAbove grasshoppers and maggots,To lure the golden beauty to the shore? Perhaps it is that joyWhich makes you wiggle.Or maybe it*s the water,So cold and blueThat sends shivers down your spine?Or do you cater to the ripples That spread the rocks with laughter?Do you dance along with them To the tune of the brook?Oh, now I know, worm,Of course,Twas the hook,That made you squirm!

BOOTS WITHOUT SHOES by Susan Emery
"What's Boots without shoes?" "Boots."Cecelia Murray Geary slowly walked out of the cozy warmth of Vaughn's shoe store with its plush, deep blue rug and white chairs and footstools into the brittle air. The curbings were banked high with freshly shoveled snow. She walked more and more slowly until she finally stopped as she came flush with the end of the show windows lined from top to bottom with brown wrapping paper painted with huge red "SALE" signs in capital letters. Her lean, young face, sheltered in its nest of hat and scarves, grew more thoughtful by the second, until there was an actual frown tracing its way across her forehead and down to her eyes making them squint a little.
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She was entirely oblivious to her surroundings. She looked at the crowd of Saturday afternoon shoppers scurrying by in front of her without really seeing them. Her mind was back in Vaughn’s shoe store at the rack marked five dollars. Had anyone ever seen more darling shoes? And only five dollars, too. She could picture them exactly in her mind. They were a very lovely light brown, not quite light enough to be beige and not quite dark enough to be camel. On top of the stitch-acdented toe there was a pert leather bow. .And the heels! Why the heels were the latest one and a quarter inch height.And to top it all off they were her exact size — six and a half double "A."It wasn’t very often that one could find such a nice pair of shoes in the right size and at such a reasonable price. "Really smart looking,” Cecelia mumbled under her breath making little puffs of smoke in front of her mouth. "Really smart looking.”It wasn’t that Cecelia didn’t have the money. In fact, the five dollars in her billfold was almost burning a hole right through the leather and into her hand. It was the first of the month and Bill had given her her five dollar monthly allowance just before she had left for town. They had been married almost two months now and were trying to follow a pretty strict budget. They had agreed that Cecelia would get five dollars every month to buy little things for the house and for herself. At first she had thought that five dollars was an awful lot of money. She had almost told Bill that three dollars would certainly be enough. But then she thought better of it and decided that she could save what she didn’t spend. But now she began to wonder how far five dollars went.Cecelia’s problem was that she had come down town to buy a sheet at Penny’s for a dollar and ninety-four cents. It was this store’s yearly "white sale” and consequently all their sheets, pillowcases, and towels were on special.When Cecelia and Bill had been married, they had received only two or three sheets for wedding presents. Cecelia had decided that she would be thrifty, wait a couple of months, and buy an extra sheet on sale. Well, the sale was here and Cecelia had come to buy her sheet.Instead of going straight to Penny’s, buying the sheet, and heading home, the still new bride had decided to shop around in the stores for awhile. It was here that she had made her mistake. She had eventually made her way up Main Street to Vaughn’s and the brown shoes and her problem. Should she buy the sheet or the shoes? Actually, they could do without the sheet and manage very well — provided, of course, they didn’t get any extra company to make a bed for.“Well," Cecelia thought to herself, "there’s no sense deciding right away. I think I’ll go across the street to the Dime Store and have a coke.Then I can sit down and figure this thing out."She was about to cross the street when it struck her that if she bought herself a coke, she would have to break the five dollar bill. Then she would have only four dollars and ninety cents left. But the shoes were an even five dollars. "No," she said to herself, "I’d rather have the shoes than a coke any day." Having made this decision, she decided to wander around in the stores for awhile until she made up her mind.
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She ambled into a department store, wandering from counter to counter, picking up a bracelet here and examining a blouse there. Turning to leave and go to another store, she bumped head on into a girl whose arms were piled high with packages. Cecelia glanced up only to realize that the girl in front of her fumbling to catch falling bundles was an old high school friend, Patty Reynolds."Why, Cecelia Murray — oh, I mean Geary," Patty giggled. "Imagine bumping into you. Why, I haven’t seen you for just ages. How on earth have you been?"The two girls exchanged pleasantries for a few seconds. Then Cecelia made a comment that Patty certainly was loaded down with packages."Yes," Patty giggled again, "isn’t it just awful! Why, I should have known better than to come down town during sale week. I just haven’t got any resistance at all. All these lovely bargains. Do you know, I bought three pairs of shoes at Vaughn’s? Three pairs! And I charged every one of them. Just wait until my Daddy gets the bill! Wow -e-e-e," she shrieked.They talked for a few minutes longer then parted in opposite directions.Out on the street once more, Cecelia’s thoughts were in a turmoil. "It’s just too bad I can’t go and charge three pairs of shoes to my Daddy! That would sure be easy. All I'd have to do is give my name and address and walk out with the shoes. But Bill is my "Daddy" now and that just wouldn’t be fair. No, I’ve got my allowance and I’ll just have to spend that. Maybe I'll go over to Schuster’s and see what kind of show bargains they have."Much to Cecelia’s joy, there was not one single five dollar rack in all of Schuster's shoe department. The closest thing to it was a rack marked six ninety-five — two dollars more than at Vaughn’s.She scrutinized every pair of six and a half double "A’s" looking for one comparable to the brown pair. Twice she picked one up and examined it with the attitude of a diamond cutter. Finally, right next to the rack and without bothering to find a vacant chair, she slipped off her right shoe and stepped into the new one. She rocked back and forth on it a few times and then took four or five steps. Yes, it did cut her across the top of her foot. This shoe didn't fit nearly as well as the one at Vaughn's. She replaced it and started to scan the rack a second time as if she might have missed something before.Her eyes started to wander around the shoe department looking from the feet of one customer to another. A large woman in a black fur coat was trying to squeeze her big foot into a shoe that was obviously too small for it. A high school girl was parading back and forth in front of the mirror posing now this way, now that. She had a pair of shoes on just like the ones Cecelia had been looking at. Although Cecelia didn’t think they looked very good on her, the girl did. A lady brushed by Cecelia trying to get to the shoe rack. She was stocking-footed and carried a red patent leather shoe in one hand. As she stood there, wiggling her toes inside
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her nylons, she ran one long, manicured finger across the shoes on the rack.She was stocking-footed and carried a red patent leather shoe in one hand.As she stood there, wiggling her toes inside her nylons, she ran one long, manicured finger across the shoes on the rack. Cecelia looked down at the shiny red shoe clutched in the woman’s hand. "Gaudy,” she thought to herself."Well, should I buy those shoes or the sheet?" she asked herself silently. She tried to weigh one against the othnr. The shoes looked really nice on her slim foot. But then again, they did need that sheet. But the shoes were such a good buy. Well, as far as that went, the sheet was a good buy, too.But how many times a year could you buy shoes at that price? How many times a year do they have sheet sales? "The shoes or the sheet. The shoes or the sheet. Cecelia, make up your mind" she demanded of herself. "Hake up your mind! Oh, how I wish I hadn’t even gone into Vaughn’s.. I knew I didn’t have enough money," she wailed to herself.She started wandering around the store again. Her thoughts kept going back to the brown shoes. That brown and black dress of hers would be just perfect with those shoes. And they’d look awfully smart with her beige skirt and sweater. And what about that old brown dress that she hadn’t worn for so long? Those shoes would be just the thing to perk it up. And would Bill ever be proud of her all dressed up in them!"That decides it," she said resolutely to herself. "I’m going right over and buy them."Now that her mind was made up, Cecelia all but flew down the isle of Schuster’s and out the revolving doors. But when she reached the sidewalk, she stopped short. "Wait just a minute, Cecelia Mur- Geary," she reprimanded herself. "Aren’t you getting just a little carried away? Aren’t you being pretty selfish about this whole thing? You know, you’re just rationalizing about those shoes because you want them. They aren’t really that important.It isn’t as if they’re the only ones in the whole world and you haven’t got any others. Just take a look at the floor of your closet — cohered, just covered with perfectly good shoes. And you know yourself that we really can use that sheet. And now’s the time to buy it when it’s on sale. So you just march yourself right down to Penny’s, put your dollar ninety-four on the counter, and get home with that sheet."Cecelia just stood there, right in front of Schuster’s, right in the middle of the sidewalk so that people had to walk around her. She stood there for about a quarter of a minute looking across the street to Vaughn’s and then down the street to Penny’s. "Yes," she said to herself pensively, "that’s right."She turned and started towards Penny’s. "Just remember, Cecelia, Boots without shoes is still Boots." And she wondered whatever made her think of that riddle.
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THE OLD SHEPHERD by Bob Dussault
The old shepherd, seated purposefully on a high knoll, gazed intently across the swaying grasslands, which for many years had been his only home. Innumerable sheep, grazing at the foot of the hill, seemed to be the sole object of his attention.A pair of sheepskin boots, reaching up to his knees, protected his legs from the thorny bushes which infested the many gullies and creek beds. A long, tan coat, also made from some animal*s hide, was buttoned tightly around his neck, while a multicolored blanket, draping over his right shoulder, added beauty to his plain garb.A mop of gray-streaked, coal-black hair, blowing in the brisk wind, tangled over his ears. His countenance resembled that of a panther. His dark, wind- toughened skin, was drawn tautly across his high cheek bones. His shining, black eyes, almost hidden beneath bushy, graying eyebrows, were watchful and cunning as a cat*s, but a glint of friendliness replaced the stealthy,.wicked glare found in all cats.His flashy upper lip, puffed out by a deep, reddish scar, curled in a snarl across his face, imparting a look of sheer meaness to his features. But when a broad grin, that exhibited the gleaming white teeth, flushed upon his face all fear vanished in its happy warmth. Each playful grin fired his sparkling eyes with a look of pride — not of self — but of the grazing flock below.He rested his strong hands comfortably — one on his walking staff, the other on the whining collie at his side. Despite their calloused ruggedness, the sun-dried hands appeared gentle as the stocky herder softly caressed the smooth head of the vigilant sheep dog. Because they were subject to the commands of the heart, the powerful hands had never been raised in unjust anger against man or beast.
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SNOW SCENE by Hanna Johnson
Overnight the first snow had sifted down upon the street that curved easily around the gentle hill, quilting roofs and hedges, lawns and gardens with its sparkling coverlet.Now the hazy light disclosed the magic the snow had wrought; mounds of softness drifted over the landscape, changing its outlines. Street lights, like guards with silver helmets, made circles of radiance at intervals along the roadway.The drifting snow spilled itself in great swags from roofs and chimney tops. Picket fence and privet hedge alike wore trimmings of white velvet, and near them the late flowers lingered, their colors held for final viewing in glistening frost flames. Pine trees held the fluffy flakes familiar ly, as though the curving branches were completed by their coming. Window panes in quiet bungalows were checker-boards of darkness, tiny triangles of white visible in.their corners, where snow crumbs had settled from the wind. A newsboy,red .parka making a gay splash of color, slowly pushed his bike up the slope, rows of papers stacked in heavy canvas bags. Joyfully, his collie bounded ahead, rediscovering the forgotten pleasures of the wintertime.And in this special space of time, this quiet world is theirs alone, untracked by other footsteps, isolated, beautiful. Soon there will be people in the kitchens, cars will hurry out of driveways, leaving patterns in the snow; children will tumble out to play, bulky in bright snow-suits. But for this little while it is their snow-scene, etched in silver-white, framed in silence, a picture to remember — happily.

THE RED FLOWER by John Bauernfeind
A candle flickers and casts wandering shadows over the head end of a closed coffin. rAnCtber flickers brightly to the right over a second coffin joined end to end with the first. A third candle is centered behind the two coffins and a fourth and fifth extend in line in front, completing the form of a cross. The five tiny flames licking the damp sweet air of the mortuary cast living shadows that crawl with dead fingers faintly across the bare white walls and over the thin red rug toward the bitter-sweet smelling flowers behind the caskets.
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A dozen mourners kneel on the threadbare rug among the restless shadows and pray the rosary quietly, monotonously. They sound like drifting sand, their prayers wandering across the casket lids softly, like slowly rolling waves, spreading out thinly, moving through the sweet smelling air toward the coffins and the freshly cut flowers beyond.A tall thin young man named Paul Zukken stands gaunt and hunched in a shabby worn overcoat near one of the caskets. His large head is bowed as though he too were in prayer. His cheek bones are prominent, almost sharp in the restless shadows, with deep hollows beneath. His jaw is craggy yet somehow sensitive, giving him the appearance of being molded from something other than flesh. Grey eyes, deep-set beneath bushy eyebrows, are large and expressive. His nose is long, almost out of proportion, but does not seem to detract from his rough and passionate good looks. His complexion is dark, the texture and color of one used to the wind and sun. His hands are cracked and calloused but his fingers are long and slender; the fingers of one who might work with hammer and chisel to give life to stone.Occasionally one of the methodically mumbling mourners looks up at the bent figure and shakes his head sadly, but Paul does not notice. He seems unaware of the living people in the room behind him. The steady drone of prayers being offered murmers across the casket lids slowly, like wandering wind; a shadow lengthening, bare limbed, late winter wind. Paul glances past his wifeys casket toward the smaller of the two. He bitterly watches the shadows flicker dull and bright across the cold mirror surface of the lid, almost like yellow-breasted black birds in an empty sunless sky. His gaze travels up the metal surface to where his daughter’s face would be, and now a white waxen shadow begins to burn deep in his mind — a smile warm like summer wind, curls soft as rising summer sun, tiny hands — she had had his wife’s hands. The waxen image begins to throb now and Paul closes his eyes: ”Hail Mary full of grace....” He wishes he could shut his ears and never hear again, but the murmurs drone on endlessly: "Blessed is the fruit....” Paul opens his burning eyes and watches the flickering candles. He feels an intense hatred for the tiny flickering flames and would like to crush them, slowly; burning his hands until the pain felt sweet like death. Quickly sucking in his breath, he feels strength, but his legs are trembling. He looks down at the casket in front of him now and almost wishes he hadn’t ordered the lids kept closed... one last look -- but at what? Slowly moving close to the body of his wife, he intently peers down at the polished surface of the closed lid. He moves his hand toward it but shudders and cannot force himself to touch it, afraid his fingers will stick to the cold final surface. A mourner watches pityingly and then glances around at the others, but their heads are bowed. He reaches for a handkerchief and blows his nose quietly.Paul starts, as if to back away from the coffin but halts now and seems aware of the flowers for the first time. There are several bouquets of gladiolas — yellow, purple and red, and two bouquets of pink snapdragons; an array of warm color like a spring meadow. Paul scarcely realizes what he is doing when he reaches over the casket and breaks off a red gladiola. He slowly brings it toward him and the bright reflection of the red flower spreads across the surface of the polished closed lid
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like running blood, seeming to color even the shadows crawling among the 
mourners and across the white walls. Paul looks at the flower in his hand 
and brings it closer, as if to smell it. He stops midway, staring hard.
Now he clutches it tightly for an instant and moves his arm quickly as 
though to cast it away, then his gaunt shoulders shudder in submission and 
he drops his arm. He turns and stumbles uncertainly past the droning mourn
ers, across the darkened room toward the door. He pauses with his hand on 
the cold knob and looks back at the faintly glowing candles and blinks away 
the blur. ’’But I’ll not smell it," he murmurs with choked passion, "never 
again...." He opens the heavy glass door and passes out into the living 
summer night, tightly clutching the broken red flower.

TO AN OLDFASHIONED LAMP

by Celeste Diekhans

Just an old wine bottle, aged without care;
Empty now — but the dates still plain — 1809 it reads,
Securely sealed under the wax. A short stubby candle —
Wasted to the quick — flickers and famishes, building fantastic 
Shadows that slither and writhe across the walls and onto the 
Floor.
Slowly, so carefully, the waxen tears run -- down the face of 
The bottle,
And harden.
Over and over the candles burn, replenished when extinguished 
And burning as with anguish.
Neglected in some dark corner,
A grey dust like clemency covers the waxen scars, subduing the 
Rugged crevices till each gully wans 
And is soothed.
Then quickly — thoughtlessly grasped in fate’s crushing hand — 
The bottle, now lantern, is torn from its place,
Thrust on the table to delve for itself.
Forlorn and naked of its dust,
Never smoldering, always consuming, the wick weeps wax of 
Recollection,
Waxen tears — that loiter in the dust.
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MESSING WITH MACAULAY ON BACON by Tom Tokarski
Aristotle and Roger Bacon, finding themselves in Atlantis at last, adapt to their new home. Aristotle, tiptoeing from bed the first morning (a compulsion contracted from the old country's tacky atmosphere, the sanity board decided), battled past '6-at-once* Hams Ardal, the milkman, and muttered to himself sulkily, *1*11 rattle a star.”* (Venus — diameter 7,600 miles; Mars — 4,200). Both Hams and he, startled to hear a reported First Mover deliver an impromptu (unexplained as of August 30th) retort, "I’m here, seeker: do you have room?” immediately dropped dead, with Hams keynoting the event, as he efficiently eased his Pure Guernsey cargo to the porch before collapsing himself.While admitting the mystery himself, Bacon doesn't despair of a solution, "soon." In his innkeeper position, Bacon reports rapid progress in his new sideline this slack tourist season, coffinmaking, and foresees a bountiful year for Hams and other dying Atlantists. "Eight months' supply on hand," he adds, referring to his "babies" conveniently stored in vacant rooms throughout the inn.

REJUVENATION by Augustine Minjares
A dim trail wanders aimlessly across the foothills in the chilly warmth of spring as though following the path of a young boy and his dog playing hooky from school. The meandering trail ventures too close to the edge of a coulee and quietly glides to the bottom where it halts, too tired to climb the far side.Just across a creek from the end of the trail droops a Rip Van Winkle of a cabin reluctantly awakening, with its door half open in a yawn and the eyelid shutters of its windows barely blinking. Its ancient roof is white with the snow of winter although spring has come to the surrounding foothills. The coulee has thus far refused to admit the passing of time and winter and has insisted on continuing its slumber. Time-blurred eyeballs of windowpanes sleepily stare at the world from behind barely open shutters.The wrinkled weather-beaten skin of the log cabin slowly warms and the cabin tries to lift itself from the soft pillow of snow where it has spent the winter, but fails and slumps back, half asleep.Two squirrels scuttle onto a tree limb and leap to the roof's ridge where they dash back and forth like two stray thoughts urging the ancient
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head into action. Then they jump to the branch of a nearby pine and disappear as though banished for such energetic behavior.The tall pines line the creek and surround the cabin to repel the friendly invasions of the sun's rays, and deter the soft seductions of warm winds that would awaken this Brigadoon. However, even these guards have finally succumbed to the persuasiveness of spring’s sirens and surrendered the coulee’s stately age to a youthful romp with spring.Sunbeams that before were unable to penetrate the protective pines now glide gently through their branches and warm the diamond surface of the snow before mischievously dancing off. They curl rainbows in the clear ice of the creek, frozen like a silver thread in its winding course through the coulee.since last fall. The sunbeams show small twigs and leaves floating motionlessly on the creek’s surface, waiting to be freed from their icy prison.Small pools of water are beginning to form on the creek’s surface and a meadowlark sitting on a log bridging the creek seems to urge the creek to ripple again its soft accompaniment to the melodious concert of sounds formed by the stirrings of spring in this last outpost.The entire scene is one of change. It is that season of beauty which exists briefly between each of the seasons. Although man has divided the year, nature blithfully ignores him, warming the earth with her moments of transition.

JUST AN OLD STOVE by W. James Norris
To appreciate a blackened, crack-topped old woodstove, spend an evening in a farmhouse kitchen while a snow-tortured gale, howling in agony, tears up the outside world.In the kitchen the stove is queen, with full retinue. A high-piled woodbox on one side pays strict attention to her appetite. On the other, an arrasbearer holds ash-rake, poker and shovel. The stove’s crown, a carbon-studded coffee pot that doubles as court jester, exudes a perky, bubbling personality in a rich, thick aroma.As you shrug off your coat, its clinging layers of snow tumble in tiny cottonballs across the stove. Magically, they become miniature jewels as they entertain the queen with a confused, sizzling, quick-step across the heat-painted, dull red ballroom floor. Some are lost when they venture too near the edge, others simply dance themselves away. The death sizzles of the snow jewels blend with the sighs of relief that follow the easing off of cold
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stiffened boots. Feet are placed on the welcoming door of the stove's cavernous oven that is too polite to object to the musty smell of damp, wool socks.The woodbox delivers up another meal and you hear the snappy report of the new wood as it protests the rude embraces of the impudent flames. Just below the firebox, the airvent grins knowingly, showing perfect, Jack-O-Lantern teeth and a to-hell-with-it immodesty that lets you peek into her ashbox belly with its nighttime city of dying scarlet embers.

ODE TO GALATA by Janice McAllister
(Galata is a town that was once a hub of activity. Cattle drives came from all points and, as a railhead, it kept several ranches going. But with other modes of transportation making cattle shipping more of a hazard and less of a profit, Galata suffered a fate similar to that of her sister towns Now, after years of dying, it has become a ghost town.)

The silent town shrieks of lonelinessWhile the winds, like imps of mischief,Play with dusty tumbleweedsAnd laugh at mortal human deeds.For man had tried to stake his claim;With stores and life he'd tried to changeThe harmony of nature’s ways,Leaving only memories of yesterdays.Now on dark and starless nightsThe sky is lit with ominous streaks,With lightning flashes that light the town As if to guide the ghosts around.Though standing forlorn against the sky, Nature again will take it back,For man has failed to protect his claim. Galata now is only a name.
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SEPTEMBER TWILIGHT by Louise Hutt
Our house with its barn, corrals and sheds is etched in sharp relief against the tanned September hills as it looks out over the meadows and grass-lands from the top of Tomahawk Bluff. To the west, Rattlesnake Ridge blankets the prairie under a sooty shadow as the sun slips behind it. A few tardy clouds reflect the final glory of the dying sun in shades of mauve and gold. Long low hills roll northward, engraved by inky arroyos which drain into Robbers-Roost Creek. The Roost, as everyone calls it, lies like a limber silver rope above the big dam from which we irrigate our alfalfa meadows. Below the headgates, the creek is a barren, weed-choked gully until spring comes again and the rush of irrigation water brings it leaping to life. The dam itself is tucked beneath the bluff like a huge concho and catches the sunset on its silver surface. In the east, the Black Hills form a low dusky backdrop for the pole corrals and the big grey barn with the weather-vane pointing south. As your eyes follow it, you see a distant ridge of darkening hills and, closer, a little to the right, a big mesa. There is a lonely reminder of the sheepmen on the top, a sheepherder's monument made from many flat rocks the old herders gathered during the long, lonely days.The hills all around us seem to enclose the flat plain, which makes up most of our grazing land, like a big pancake in the middle of a deep skillet No sagebrush or cactus mars the flat, and the grass is tall and cured to a pale khaki.The small grey tool-shop and the white and green brooder-coop seem to draw closer to the comforting bulk of the barn as the cattle bed down for the night. The big white house reflects the last glow of the sunset and nestles close to the land as night drops a velvet cloak over the Western plains.

THE DREAM by Sandra Rosager
The whisper of curtains rustling in the cool night breeze and the heavy breathing of a woman asleep were the only sounds in the bedroom of Mrs.Frank Dawson. Ribbons of moonlight crept between the parted silk curtains into the bedroom and shone upon a double bed, its surface quilted and smooth but for the thin obscured shape of Mrs. Dawson buried under the blankets.The woman sighed in her sleep, a breathless lonely sigh that drifted into the night hush. She stirred, feebly trying to push away the quilts
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with unconscious languid movements, but the heavy covers clung possessively to her body. She began to toss and turn fretfully, struggling with the covers, her breathing now intense and rapid.Suddenly a tremor passed through her slender body, and she jerked upright, taut and quivering. A hoarse scream burst from her throat, shattering the quiet and, like a dash of cold water, shocked her from the depths of her dream. As she sat in bed gasping for breath, her hands clutching at her throat, a shaft of moonlight fell across her haggard face, revealing beads of sweat on her lined forehead, the dark circles etched beneath her eyes, and her tousled black hair streaked with grey.For a few seconds she sat still, as if paralyzed, her eyes wide and staring. Then, reaching over to the dresser on her left, she fumbled in the top drawer for a cigarette, shakily lit it, and leaned back against the pillow. Hearing her husband Frank grunt and noisily shift positions in his bed in the adjacent bedroom, she cringed, aware of his annoyance when she awoke him almost every night with her screams. She had not even tried to explain to Frank, who was her second husband, about her dream, for she knew he would only laugh at her. Watching a curling stream of smoke escape from her lips and twist upward in a moonbeam, she whispered to herself, "He would not understand. It is always the same dream.” In every vivid nightmare the same man stood in the shadows, always waiting for her, and she could never run away from him. Tonight, like every night after she awoke sweating from her nightmare, her mind involuntarily flashed back, and she relived that experience of six years before, the experience that had begotten her agonizing dreams and left her with a deep emotional scar.At that time she had been working as a telephone operator in Seattle, a widow with two young children, having not yet married again. She saw herself again on that balmy spring evening walking to the office to work the late shift, 7:00 to 12:00. She was passing through a silent Greyhound bus lot, her footsteps crunching in the gravel, humming to herself, a small neat woman with laughing brown eyes and gold-rimmed glasses. As she walked between two of the buses which loomed dark and still on either side of her, a faint noise made her stop, a noise that sounded like a muffled cough. Instinctively she hesitated and peered into the blackness before her, a hard knot of fear chilling her. All she saw were the rows of empty buses, and only the faint murmur of distant traffic met her ears. With a shrug she went on, reassuring herself, "You’ve been reading too many detective magazines."She saw the man standing in shadows to her left as she emerged from between the buses. A thick numbness seemed to envelop her and she could not run. She stood rooted to the spot, feeling a warm trickle of perspiration run down her back, her wild eyes fixed on the dim form of the man. He moved clumsily toward her. "Just your purse lady, that’s all."His frenzied whisper jolted her from shock into panic. She sobbed suddenly, swinging out blindly with her purse at the man as he approached her, and struck him on the side of his head. With a muttered curse he leapt on her, seizing her neck with rough hands and at the same time viciously kicking her. In the grip of fear, she clawed futilely at his hands, while one clear
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thought ran through her mind: "It isn't real — this happens to other people, not me." Then unconsciousness smothered her and his blows smashing into her body became as mere pinpricks.She had awakened in the cold whitness of a hospital ward« her bruised body swollen, and searing with a dull throbbing pain. When she opened her mouth to speak, a low moan leaked out, and a soothing voice told her not to talk, but rest. A sharp injection into her arm had drawn her back into oblivion. A few days later the nurse had brought her a newspaper, and she had seen the picture of the man, whom the police had immediately apprehended.A round, youngish face, shock of blond hair, and pale sad eyes — the face did not fit with the shadowy cruel monster she had met in the dark.Exhaling the last deep drag of her cigarette, Mrs. Dawson slowly ground it out in the ashtray, and unwillingly curled up again under the covers to go back to sleep. For she knew that, if not tonight, tomorrow night or the next she would walk once more through the silent bus lot.

LOVE AND SQUALOR by Mike Duffy
Her eyes flashed."I think you're being selfish."That was all.("I'll try," only that — something; Half-hope then.Even: "Few can wait three years.")No.Only: "I think you’re being selfish."I trod the footpath home,Staring — shattered leaves by moonlight.Powdered before with gay footsteps Happy in the crackle.Hurrying then to warmth; tingling want. Musing homeward slowly (mellow thoughts.Musk breezes — autumn-damp).Leaves now all flat and half-ground to brown Moistness of wood path —Nothing left to crush,Only mud.
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NOCTURNAL FAIRYLAND by Ann Allen
The ringlets of the lulling waves curl over each other as they laze onto the darkened beach. The powdered grains of sand have been washed silky by the endless lappings from the arms of the sea. The snowy foam leaves traces of airy feathers on the carpet of sand as the waves roll listlessly back into the bottomless abyss. Diminutive sand worms scramble unceremoniously under the nearest glossy pebble without jostling even the tiniest particle of sand.Overhead the sky envelops the evening with a drapery of lustrous black velvet — a velvet with a deep, rich pile that springs back at the lightest tap of a finger tip. Not one fluff of a cloud mars the velvety texture. The rays of effervescent moonlight cast an iridescent glow over the night’s royal robe, adding to the smooth softness.But in between the beach and the sky lies a nocturnal fairyland. Byday it is the menacing monster of the lifeless frames that shape numerouscold iron and steel structures of one of the several oil refineries alongthe Dutch coast. But by night, when the last gleams of sunlight have surrendered to the overpowering force of darkness, the lights twinkle on one by one until each building is embraced by countless sparkling gems and the steel oil purifiers dance in their trappings of lustrous sparkles and spangles. What is monstrous in sunlight becomes a grand ballroom in moonlight - an enchanted ballroom fit for the trippings of delicate fairy and leprechaun feet.Dry oil wells cluster together along one shimmering edge thrusting their pointed heads into the velvety black sky. Proud and royal, they stand firmly rooted in the Dutch soil like a small forest of evergreens.When the lights are turned on, the rigid sides and crossbars shimmer like Christmas trees from the thousands of bulbs that trim them.In the center of all the refinery’s radiance stands the office headquarters. Strings and strings of graduated light bulbs frame every door, window, corner, and chimney. Even the TV antenna is draped with tiny glittering lights until the whole edifice resembles a piece of gleaming, glinting, glistening lace. It is like a piece of diamond-sprinkled lace that lies waiting for a majestic fairy queen to pick it up and place it on her pearly shoulders.The fairy realm is not without a king. It is not without a sovereign monarch. High over all the lights a steady beam thrusts out as if from nowhere. It stretches far over the refinery and loses itself in the black sea and sky. It circles slowly around and around, taking a long timeLto make the full circle and return to the observer. When it does return, it swishes by quickly as if it is shy and does not wish to be watched. The beam defines strictly the boundaries of its nocturnal kingdom. It holds its beach, fairies, trees and lace within its one gigantic arm, warning away intruders. -47-



BEER AND TRUTH Patriotism Can Be Rewarding by Mike Duffy
Not long ago I was talking with a friend over a beer at a table in one of the local taverns. A fat fellow at the bar with a broad smile and a brand new pay-check was demonstrating his extreme good will toward men (even Catholics and the president, he said) by buying round after round for the thirsty patrons. With three sparkling free beers in front of us and the promise of more to come, my friend and I settled back, smiled appreciatively and began searching for truth.Beer is a curious drink. With each glass the words flow easier; obscure hintings nudging at the back of one's mind flash clear and lucid in an intuitive instant. Truths grow more profound beer by beer. Voices raise.The assurance of the very wise man settles upon the barroom thinker in a flash of awareness somewhere between the fifth and the seventh glass. One of the number will always speak a moment of the magnificent and truly meaningful evening. The others always solemnly nod their assent. A love for mankind floods over all. Men become vitally aware of their inherent goodness and native intelligence. Beer, it would seem, is rather a necessary condition for the discovery of truth. Nonetheless, many truly profound truths discovered in bars have been eternally lost for want of someone to write them down or remember them. One seems to forget the more subtle implications and deeper meanings by morning. He remembers well enough the topic and the major trend of talk, but the thrilling insights, always the child of the impassioned moment, are lost in the muddle of the morning after. The world would not be mired in the horrid situation in which she now finds herself today had more barroom sessions been remembered. I speak with the assurance of One Who Has Known Truth. 1 personally have done my bit in the barroom for humanity.How well I remember, at the close of a particularly impassioned evening, shouting excitedly into the ear of my companion that we two had discussed every major problem plaguing modern man and arrived at a satisfactory rational solution for each one. That part I remember well. But alas, the solutions we reached escape me. Even the problems we agreed were the majoT ones have been washed from my consciousness. My companion of the evening offers no solution to the dilemma. He has forgotten the event entirely.However, the conversation of the evening of which I now speak, the night of the free beers, turned to the question of radicals; all radicals. Nothing is beyond one's scope of knowledge after five beers. And these were free beers and they kept coming. This night we couldn't miss. But as I was saying, we were talking of radicals of all sorts. Soon, however, we worked around to particular types of rightists and leftists and thence to a particular radical my friend knew. The reason this extremist seemed so important is because he, of all the radicals we could think of just then had gotten his just deserts.
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The thing is, this fellow, Walter Nupp was his name, was a radical of the bomb-shelter type.He knew that the Bomb was coming, even though his neighbors were too stupid to realize it. Walter had read a lot of books on the subject of Communism so he understood that most of his neighbors (who voted Democrat and had socialist leanings) were really Commies already. At first, he had tried to warn them that everyone had to be ready to go underground so that The Resistance could get started immediately after The Occupation. Walter knew that we had to preserve the American Way. He soon realized that the laughter of his neighbors when he lectured on True Americanism branded them as definitely pink. Nonetheless, Walter decided to build a shelter. Only, it would be a secret shelter. That was how Walter came to be a secret radical.Every night when he came home from work he carried some dirt out of a hole he was digging in his basement. He filled four buckets, loaded them in the back of his station wagon and drove out to the city dump where he emptied them. On the way home he picked up eight large concrete bricks from a cache in the country and sneaked them into his basement under cover of darkness. One day, pretending to plant a tree, he dug a hole in his back yard and cleverly concealed the Regulation Shelter Vent by making it look like one of the supports for the sapling tree he planted.Within two months his shelter was completed. The entry, a hole in the basement wall, was cleverly concealed. His wife had purchased extra canned goods and dried foods each time she went shopping. The way Walter figured, He and his wife and two kids could hold out for a month without ever coming out. He carried his hunting rifles to the basement, bought a transistor radio, sat back and waited. His neighbors were none the wiser.Then, the day they built the wall around Berlin, Walter knew the time had come. He filled the water jugs and hustled his family down to the basement and into the shelter, shut the entrance and settled down to shelter survival.That very night the Winchester Munitions Plant, the prime target which Walter was sure the Commies would hit right off, blew itself to bits with an explosion that rocked the whole city and killed one unlucky nightwatch- man who shouldn't have been smoking in the first place.In his shelter, Walter smiled the smile of a prophet, lit his pipe, and listened intently for the agonized screams of his neighbors.Not two days had passed before the whole neighborhood was buzzing with news of the disappearanceoof’.’Waiter Nupp. and his whole family. Their clothes were still in their closets; food still stocked in the cupboards. Apparently the family had completely vanished. A statewide and then nationwide search, prompted by worried relatives who arrived within the week, revealed nothing.In his shelter, Walter cursed himself for forgetting to buy batteries
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for the transistor radio; then he realized that all the radio stations were 
probably blown to bits anyway. He opened another can of beef stew for his 
family and silently wished he had made the air vent a little larger. The 
odors in the cramped shelter were nothing short of unbearable.

The relatives, finally convinced that Walter and his whole family were 
quite gone for good, sadly sold the house and all its furnishings to a 
quiet old retired pianist named Solinski, who moved in immediately.

One night, Walter perked up his ears; someone was playing the piano 
upstairs. He could just barely hear it. The Occupation was upon them. A 
patriot to the last, Walter set his jaw firmly, loaded his rifle, shushed his 
family to silence and crept quietly out of the shelter. Cautiously he crept 
up the stairs, crawled on his belly through the darkened kitchen, paused, 
took careful aim at the dark, Russian-looking fellow crouched over the 
piano, and neatly slammed a bullet into the right temple of Mr. Solinski.

At this point our benefactor at the bar silently slid from his stool 
and plunked to the floor. Realizing that our drinking was ended for the 
evening, my friend and I stood up and walked to the door. Walter, my 
friend told me as he held the door and graciously guided me out into the 
cold night air, was completely exonerated when he explained his mistake.
He and his family were featured in Life, he sold an article describing 
his ordeal to True, and after having spoken to a nationwide audience on 
"The Feasability and Patriotism of Fallout Shelters," retired from the lime
light and was now working diligently as the unobtrusive president of the 
local cell of the Paul Revere Patriots in this very town.

Immediately I saw the universal in this little story — we had arrived 
at yet another truth. As my companion and I climbed into the car and pull
ed out of the parking lot I reached into my pocket for a pen and scrawled 
on the back of a matchbook the words which prompted this essay: "TRUTHS: 
Patriotism is a virtue — Every home should have an American flag —
Charity is the greatest of all virtues — In America it pays to be an 
extremist."

■
■
■
■

■
■

■
■
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THE CONCRETE FORCE FIELD by Dick Wing
Having heard so much the past few months about bomb and fallout shelters,I determined a few days ago to discover for myself the reasoning behind the building of these controversial sancta sanctorum. I decided the best way to find out why people build shelters would be to "ask the man who owns one."Since I didn’t know anyone right offhand who was building a shelter, or even digging foxholes in the backyard, I concluded that the best method of finding someone would be to go to the civil defense director and ask him the addresses of one or two. So, grabbing my paper-pad and pencil I headed for the Office of Civil Defense.The civil defense director was at first hesitant about giving me the addresses of the shelter builders. But I managed to convince him that I was a free-lance author doing research for an article for Harper’s Magazine,and that it was necessary that I interview some of the people to learn their reasons for their shelter construction. "‘Besides,” I told him, ’’this is going to be an article in favor of shelters and the advertising will be terrific; and,” I added, ’’free.” (I happened to know the civil defense director was also part owner of one of the most successful construction companies in town — specializing in fallout shelters.) When I mentioned free advertising in a national magazine he couldn’t get the information for me fast enough. 1 left his office feeling like a snake: sneaky, cold-blooded and evil, but very self-satisfied.The first name on the list was Mr. John Adam. I slithered smugly into my car, slid into the stream of traffic and headed for Mr. Adam’s home. When I arrived at the Adam address I strode from my car and headed for the house as a boy on his third date. But by the time I got to the steps my nerve had left me. I wasn’t used to charging into people’s homes and asking personal questions. But I managed to muster up my determination, forced myself to scuff up to the door and ring the bell. The clang that sounded inside startled me and I jerked back my hand as though it had been bitten. A handsome, middle- aged woman answered the door and my search for knowledge was begun."Yes," she asked. She had a quizzical expression; pleasant yet questioning."Yes,” I answered. ”My name is ...” I stopped, for she was looking at me with a most curious expression; as though she thought I was slightly demented or something. I followed her glance down to a point just to the right of my chest and there I found a hand. My hand. I had left it there when I jerked it back from the door bell. Very quickly I thrust the offending hand into my pocket. "Ah, heh, heh,” I cackled sickly.She smiled. A rather strained smile it seemed to me but nevertheless a smile. I was encouraged."Yes,” I began again very briskly and business-like, I thought. "I’m a student at City College,” I told her, "and I’ve been assigned to do some
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research concerning the motivation on the part of the people who are building bomb shelters here in town.”"Oh; well, come right in,” she smiled. "I’ll get John. He’s down in the basement,working on the shelter."I watched her enter a door and heard her footsteps descending the stairs into the basement. In a few moments I again heard her feet on the stairs, and when I saw her irritated expression, I thought that trouble must certainly be coming. Perhaps the civil defense director had called to warn them.But, as Mrs. Adam entered the room her expression changed from irritation- to embarrassed apology."John is working on the shelter," she said. "He asked that you go down into the basement to talk to him.""Oh, well certainly," I answered. "I wouldn’t think of having him interrupt his work for me."I headed through the door from which she had just emerged and down a rather precarious flight of stairs. As I rounded the corner at the bottom of the stairs I came face to face with a concrete wall. Somehow I managed to stop myself before flattening my nose on it, and followed it around several corners until I saw what I figured must be Mr. Adam. He looked more like a concrete statue than a man, except that he was moving. The only part of his body and clothes not covered with grey mud was his face. It was washed clean with perspiration.I decided to be charming since, from the reaction of his wife, I figured he must be in a bad mood. "You seem to be working," I began in my most flutelike voice.He had just bent over to pick up a concrete block that appeared to be rather heavy. He hesitated at the sound of my voice and looked up with a disgusted expression on his face. "Now there," he observed, "is a brilliant deduction. Do you guys get degrees out at ’City’ for bright statements like that?"Somehow I got the impression that his sarcasm was meant to hurt my feelings. Being a very accomodating person, I was hurt. But I was still determined to go on with the interview. "I understand you’re building a bomb shelter," I said. Again he assumed a disgusted expression."Yes," he replied, straining to lift the block. "It sort of looks that way, doesn’t it?" Then he placed the block on the wall, smoothed the mortar that had oozed from the edges, sighed and sat down to talk. "Yes I'm building a shelter" he rasped. "I’m not going to let any of these commies tell me that bomb or fallout shelters aren’t necessary. *01 John Adam has the word straight from the horse’s mouth. Yessir, I want to survive this war that’s coming and my family and I are going to live right here," he patted the wall, "when it does come."
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I had been scribbling diligently on my pad in order to get all his words of wisdom. Looking up I asked him, ”You said you have the word ’right from the horse’s mouth,4 sir? Just what do you mean?""Well," he replied, warming to the subject, "1*11 tell you. My friend Paul Carter — runs a gas station across town — he was at White Sands when they tested those bombs. He was right on the front lines too. Anyway, he said that his lieutenant told him that the only way to stay alive through one of these atomic bomb blasts was to have either a foot of concrete or a whole lot of earth around you. And the civil defense man here in town says that this ’sweat box* I’m building now will protect me and my family from both blast and fallout. Now, that’s good enough for me. An officer on the front lines where he could see an atomic bomb go off and a civil defense man who gets his word direct from the Army ought to know. And I’m not going to listen to any of these Commie sympathizing scientists who say these shelters aren’t any good."He turned and began spreading more mortar on his wall muttering, "No sir, not me."I interrupted his efforts again. "How much is your shelter costing you in time and money?" I asked him.He turned again and paused a moment before answering. "It’ll cost me about a thousand dollars before I’m finished," he answered. "And I’ll have worked on it about a hundred hours.""My goodness, that’s a lot of money and effort," I exclaimed."Yes, but it’s worth it." He looked proudly at his concrete blocks piled in the corner of the basement. "Each one of those blocks weighs forty pounds and when I finish there will be sixteen tons of reinforced concrete to protect my family and me from any blast those ’Huskies’ can come up with. Besides," he added, "some of that thousand dollars will go toward supplying the shelter with food and special equipment.""Ah," I thought, "now I’m getting somewhere." I looked at him with as polite a questioning expression as I could muster considering the answers I expected to my next questions. "I suppose that equipment you mentioned will include a special air filter, anti-gas equipment and air and water purifiers in case of germ or gas warfare."Mr. Adam jerked erect with a startled look. "Now what would I want with all that stuff?" he asked."Well, I don’t know, but I’ve heard that poison nerve gas is a definite threat. From what I can gather the new stuff they’ve developed will kill a man in about twelve seconds if he breathes it," I replied.He flashed me a withering glance. I withered; not so much because of the look but because of the way he gripped the trowel in his huge right hand."My poor, uninformed friend," he condescended to answer, "apparently you aren’t aware of the fact that gas warfare is against the rules of war. The Germans
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didn’t use it in the last war and the Russians won't use it. Besides,” he muttered, gazing with loving eyes at the unfinished fruits of his labor, "it's inhumane, gas is."I had been scribbling madly on my pad again. 1 looked up quizzically and asked, "But what about germs? Concrete can't stop them. Perhaps the conscience of the enemy will prohibit their using poison gas. But the rules of war control neither nuclear or germ warfare. And while this shelter might be excellent protection against a nuclear blast or fallout, it wouldn't help much against concentrations of germ cultures. Diseases such as the bubonic plague, tuberculosis and others are, I understand, rather unpleasant ways to die. Do you think the conscience of the enemy will prohibit their using these too?"Again Mr. Adam gripped the trowel tightly. Then he answered in what I thought was an unusually high, almost hysterical voice, "We have doctors to take care of the germs. That's what doctors are for isn't it?" Then his look became cunning. He peered at me from beneath lowered brows. "Say, what are you?" he asked. "Are you one of these commie agitators coming around here trying to confuse me and upset me about my shelter?" Again he gripped his trowel in his great fist and this time moved toward me with a menacing look. "Oh, no sir," I hastily answered, backing around the corner, along the wall and back to the stairs. "I just wanted some information. Now I have it. Thank you." And with that I turned, ran up the stairs two at a time, flashed a "good-bye" at Mrs. Adam as I rushed out the door, dove into my car and fled from the home and neighborhood as quickly as I could.After I had driven a few miles, wiped the sweat from my brow and congratulated myself several times on my escape, I considered for a moment and then decided not to go to the next family on the list or to any of the others."If,” I thought, "I’m going to encounter 'sacred cows* everytime I talk to one of these shelter builders I had better leave the information gathering to more intrepid souls than myself. Who knows, I might end up being sacrificed on the altar of Security."

THE SAGA OF HORATIO SMITH by Michael Nash
The time makes no difference, because what is time to a man that has hatedall his life? To a man obsessed with hate, overpowered by a desire to be freedfrom that obsession, what possible difference can time make? Time is noticed only by those who are bored and who have nothing better to do than wait fortime to pass so that they may quietly die, and be freed of all time.
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Horatio Smith was a man who hated. For him time held no meaning. Or rather, there was only one period of time, June 5th, that held any real meaning. He was born, you see, on the 5th of March.Horatio was a scientist, or to be more specific, he was an inventor.There really is a difference, you see. One wants to know why things go, the other wants to know how he can make things do otherwise. The scientist is practical; the inventor is a combination of dreamer, philosopher, fanatic, eccentric, individualist, with just a touch of the technician thrown in.For instance, he had a stove in his front room that really wasn’t a stove at all. It was an old piece of metal, painted black; an old pot-bellied model, and when you opened the door to insert wood or coal, a well stocked bar rolled out. The bar was well stocked for two reasons. The first was that for several years before he became so engrossed in his work, Horatio Smith was a socialite. The second was that Horatio hadn't had a drink in two years, nor had he had any visitors to sample his wares. This was a big change in the debonaire ways of the handsome rugged man and was quite severely commented upon by people of the nearby town.No amount of criticism however could deter Horatio from his work. Horatio was building a machine, and such a machine the world had never seen. His wife, Stella, a patient understanding woman, was in complete sympathy with her husband®s work. She helped as much as possible by merely staying out of the way.For the last two weeks work on the project had been interrupted only for an occasional sandwich and cup of coffee served by Stella. Horatio was so completely engrossed in his work, that often he did not even realize where the sandwiches and coffee were coming from. He would merely look up to ease his strained eyes, and there it would be. He would eat it, and then return to the labyrinth of wires and gadgets that filled three rooms of the mansion left to him by his father’s estate. His father’s estate? Oh, yes. His father, Jeboriah Smith, was the object of his hate compulsion. No one, least of all Horatio, knew why he hated the man whose pictures filled the house; but he did hate, and it was a hate that had been with him as long as he could remember. Jeboriah, who had died while Horatio was a very small boy, was shown by his pictures to be a man of a very different character than his progeny.In fact, the pictures of the man bore absolutely no resemblance, in either character or stature, to the man who now worked so feverishly. Strangely, Horatio demanded that these pictures occupy the most prominent places in the house; the top of the stairs; the wall opposite the head of the large table; even beside the mirror of the bathroom. Even though he was repulsed at the sight of these pictures,he could not separate himself from them. Perhaps it was because the pictures inspired him to push himself beyond human limits in working on anything which helped him push his father’s name into the background. Nobody said, "That was built by Horatio Smith, you know, the son of old Jeboriah.” To the world now, Jeboriah Smith was lost; for all that most people knew, Horatio may have never been born, he just came into existence. For all anybody knew now, Horatio Smith had no connection with a man once known as Jebctriah.

CORETTE LIBRARY CARROLL COLLEGE
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Pictures of his mother, which bore a reasonable amount of likeness to Horatio1, were also about the house, but much less prominently displayed.The unexplainable hate for his father and these pictures were the only memories of Jeboriah Smith that were retained in the mind of Horatio. Indeed, these were the motives for the greatest construction project of all time.Not in magnitude perhaps, for the actual machine occupied only the center of the floor of one small room; but in importance it could change history.The machine itself looked like an enlarged toothbrush holder, made of clear plexiglass, tubular, a little over six feet tall. The space inside was barely large enough for a man. The top and bottom were made of shiny, round metal discs and several bands of the same metal were around the center of the tube. An oval door, something akin to a porthole but larger, was cut in the sid£ and obviously was the only means of entering the machine. A piece of manilla rope, seemingly out of place in the hardness of the tube, hung from a lever near the ceiling and entered the tube through a hole only slightly larger than the rope itself, and close fitted with a rubber grommet.This, you see, was a time machine, and Horatio 0. (for Oedipus) Smith was about to go back nine months prior to the time of his birth. Why go back to this particular time? Well, if you were to go back in time, prior to your conception, and kill your father, then you could not have been born to hate, to be obsessed by a life-long pre-occupation with hate, could you? So, to escape from a further lifetime that was not his life, and to satisfy a nagging question in his mind, Horatio Smith was going back in time; back to the time before his conception, to kill his father.The question? Oh, sorry, I forget myself at times.Horatio wondered,if a man from his time, the present, were to go back to another time and change something material, then would it change the future? If one were to go back and destroy the maker of a fine liquor, would all the hangovers due to the imbibing of that liquor be eliminated? Also, it is true that spiritual substances, like the soul, once created cannot be destroyed; but suppose the proximate cause for the creation of that soul were removed. Then would Horatio Smith, who lived and sinned in the present, be obliterated soul and body and merely never exist; or would the soul exist and the body disappear, leaving the soul free from blemish; or would the soul still be held accountable for the sins of the future man; or would the future existence of the man,and the soul,demand that although at the time of birth there was no birth, yet in the present there had been a birth; or maybe all times happen at once,in different worlds separated in dimension so that in one world there was a Horatio Smith and in the other world there wasn’t? Never mind, the answer will come shortly, for Horatio finished his work, carefully put away each:tool, swept up every scrap of wire and cleaned until floor and machine gleamed.He washed carefully and changed into an old double-breasted suit. You see, he wanted to be neat about anything he undertook, and since this was a great undertaking, he was fanatical about cleaning. The suit? — Oh dear yes — Well, he didn’t want to appear out of place, is all. After all, if you were to venture.: back in time, not knowing where you'd land, you
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wouldn*tt want to appear in a Buck Rogers costume, would you? Of course not. And Horatio would have looked rather foolish trying to find his home, wearing the clothes of today, if he didn't land.-- or appear^or. whatever:.happens in this sort of travel.— in the correct place.He entered the time machine, pulled a lever, and there he was. The ma« fchine had appeared across the street from his home, perhaps twenty-five yards away. Apparently the time of day had not placed the'old..world;exactly where the world of the time machine was. I mean, the particular spot on which Horatio's machine was standing had advanced over the years. The machine was in exactly the same spot in this time, relative for instance to the sun, as it was in the future, but the earth wasn't in quite the same position, if you see what I mean. Well, never mind, consider it sufficient to realize he was lucky he didn't end up in the middle of the earth somewhere. There is, I imagine, no feeling of frustration greater than being prevented from killing your father because you are buried in a quasicoffin.Horatio approached the house, knocked, and the door was opened by a woman even more beautiful than the pictures in the future. He had a terrible urge to say, "Hello mother, is dad here?" but he stifled it.After all, there were no other children in the family and the one at the door hadn't even thought of being born yet. Consequently, Mrs. Smith would have thought the remark rather out of place. Horatio thought to himself that it was lucky there had been no other children, for it would be a shame to have more people like himself in the world; people with hate as a prime motive, people as miserable as he was — no, rather as he would be.Actually, of course, if their father was killed, they couldn't exist, or could they?A man appeared at the door, a shallow man. He diffused an air of shallowness. His countenance wore that strange look of the man who has no doubt that he is right and is afraid that he is not mistaken. Horatio looked into the dull, lifeless, hateful eyes and almost shuddered with revulsion as the .45 bucked in his hand. The small man's chest collapsed with the impact of the heavy slug and Horatio bolted for the machine only a few yards away, even as the shouts and curses and a few shots came from riled neighbors.He remarked to himself,"Ha! I guess that makes me the original neighborhood brat!" With that thought he began cursing himself as he tripped over a rock and smashed his face against the edge of the door of the machine. He struggled to keep mind and body together as he crammed himself into the snug tube. He closed the airtight door, jerked the rope, and then suddenly marvelled that he hadn't as yet gone out of existence.It was rather incomprehensible; after all these years of subduing his father's image, it seemed as if now his own image should not only be subdued but disappear entirely. At least, of course, you might bear in mind that if Horatio had had brothers and sisters, they would never have known this Jeboriah.
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Then, there he was, back in his own cellar. He stepped out of the machine, cleaned himself, changed into respectable clothes — for he had always been an immaculate dresser, though not of late — and awaited dinner."Through dear?" The voice of Stella filled the house with a new dimension in sound."Yes! At last, at last I’m free. I’ve done what I had to do and now here I am. It’s strange to know you have no father; no father at all, Oh well, it’s a conversation piece; you know, like a three-legged dog.”"Oh cut that out! Honestly, you sound like you’ve just invented a new aspirin or something. Do you realize what you’ve done? Changed the world, that’s what.” He approached his wife's back and put his arms around her, some thing he hadn’t done in years. "Ohhh... Horatio?”"Yes?”"Well,while you were gone I was thinking — oh, I don’t suppose you’d be interested. I'm only a silly woman.""Stella, you know damn well that if there's anything that infuriates me it’s to have someone say, ’There’s something... oh skip it!* Come on, what?""Well, have you ever wondered why you didn’t look anything like your father, and why you had this unexplainable hate!? And you said you killed him, and yet you’re here and...""Well I'll be a bastard!"And, in a manner of speaking, he was.

SARGE by Frank Seitz
The drizzling rain kept dripping on my steel helmet, just like it had for the last three days. The olive drab shirt and mud-caked pants gripped my soaked hide like a starving leech. The strap on my M-2 carbine was rubbing a narrow raw strip across my shoulder. With each step I took through the red gumbo, I would yank my foot from the oozing muck and then sink it ankle-deep with the weight of my dripping body into the sloppy mud a few feet ahead. Water had long ago penetrated my leather combat boots and now it was squishing between my toes with each step."Damn this Korea," Sergeant Walters growled as he plodded up beside me, "I'd like to jam a pair of chopsticks down every ’Chink’s’ throat in this God-
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forsaken country.” He wadded a plug of tobacco around in his puffed-out mouth and then squeezed out a fine stream of juice between two of his decayed front teeth. The brown spit hit in the center of a puddle to his left and he grunted at his marksmanship*The "Sarge" and I had been on a reconnaissance patrol for over a week now and we were sick of everything that had even the slightest smell of war in it. The pictures we had been assigned to take of the enemy gun implace- ments on Hill 61 were snapped. Our objective now was to get them and ourselves back to "E" Company. "Sarge" figured we weren’t much more than two miles from our company but this "no man’s land" we were about to cross was patrolled by both sides in all kinds of weather both day and night. Major Jenkins, our commanding officer, had briefed us well before we had left as to what we should photograph, but we had missed our rendezvous with a helicopter that was to get these pictures and ourselves back to American lines.The Korean sky began to darken as we neared the rolling, treeless region of "no man’s land." "Keep low, Sarge," I whispered to Walters, "The Gooks can pick you out on the skyline.""Sonnyboy," came the rumble from the old veteran’s throat, "I was duck- en* bullets before you was even housebroke." Both of us were getting edgy.Our job was damned necessary, but what seemed more important at the time was the safety of our own rain-drenched hides and a warm meal and dry clothes.As we came out of a small ravine, we cut through some light brush for cover. Before I could curse the wiry twig that had almost tripped me, Walters grabbed my shoulder and pulled me into the mud. "A medium patrol," he breathed, "but I don’t know if they’re ours or not." He pointed to the right and I started to shake as six or seven armed figures appeared about forty yards away, marching in our direction. I hurriedly flipped off the safety of ray M-2, got just as close to the sloppy ground as I could and pointed the muzzle of the carbine in the direction of the patrol. "Don’t fire until you’re sure," the sergeant hissed, "they still might be Yanks." I trained my sights on the lead man just in case. My: hand trembled as I strained my eyes for a better view through the dusk. The patrol closed within ten yards before we were sure. "They’re marines all right," Sergeant Walters grinned. "Let’s quit playen’ mudhen and head for home." "Sarge" raised up, accidently knocking some rain off the brush. Before he could say a word, the rear guard of the patrol whirled at the noise and emptied his submachine gun into the sergeant’s belly. "Sarge" wavered for a moment, then dropped with a sickening flop across the brush and into the mud, blood pouring from his chest."We’re Americans, you stupid bastards!" I screamed and the patrol rushed over, their weapons ready."My God!" one marine gasped, "What have I done?"Tears streamed from my eyes as I shouted at the soldier, "He risked his neck for a week to get some information that would save your filthy skins!Now he comes back to get murdered by his own men!"
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"Take it easy, son," one of the riflemen said, "we’re still in enemy ter ritory. We’ll have to shut you up and carry you back if you don’t calm down."The enemy can’t shoot Sarge any deader than he is right now!" I raved, but my shouting was cut off abruptly when a rifle butt connected squarely with my jaw and I flopped unconscious into the mud.
B.C. by John BauernfeindQuiet faithful gaze.Rapture.White sunrise, always,Once, twice, again, each Time with the tiny Tinkle of the bell.Summer evening faintlyStirs brushing branches.Slips silent throughSoiled open panes,Soothes unnoticed. Unless Already lesser wonder...First pew protects - harbors.Close (indeed how get closer?) Kneel, pray, bow her head to Each tinkle of the tiny bell. Tresses flow with grace (there alone), smoothly spread the Shoulder — like muck. Soft white Hands (beautiful nails), large Rosary (easily found),Plump fingers jiggle beads Many times around — to Record what? where?Quiet faithfulAlways close to beautyGlance and wonder.What beauty!Even more the beauty ofThe soul!Sought, felt like wrong-side Sex. A final prayer for Beauty led by the ugly Murmurs from the faithful To the tinkle of car keys Moist, in plump fingers.-60-



HOUND OF THE HILLS by Jack McGuire
Jake wearily topped the ridge and slunk down the south-east slope. He deliberately padded through the pine trees that blended best with his Diesel- stained field jacket. Hugging the trees which bordered the scant beginnings of sagebrush, he stopped to quiet his thudding heart. He had been hunting elk for three days and felt the nagging signs of fatigue in the muscles of his legs. The innocent warmth of the East *s fingers touched on the wind- nipped rawness of his shaggy neck, helping to ward off the snow-cooled postdawn stillness. As he sniffed the frosty quiet, he realized his brother, Monk, was to the north, somewhere on the heavily timbered sidehill facing his sagebrush slope.As Jake absorbed the shy warmth and allowed his aching muscles to relax, he remembered the huge black bull elk that he and Monk had spotted before daylight.many snow-tfefcked miles ago — Monk might be following the big bastard now — They had just crossed Bloody Jane Reservoir and left their jeep hidden in a clump of willows when the bull loomed out of the darkness onto the skyline of a slope some five-hundred yards above them. Both hunter and hunted had been caught unaware. The big bull hesitated for an instant, darkly frozen against the snowed sidehill; then with one alarmed prance, he threw back his sky-etched antlers and vanished over the ridge.Disappointment had pinched the grimy softness of Monk's sixteen year old features as he stood rooted in the ankle-deep November snow. He screwed up all of his scrawny disappointment into one hesitant "Damn.” Jake turned his hungry bitterness toward the Montana-Idaho divide in the not-too-distant west. The brothers had continued up the steep slope until they reached the upturned clods of splayed earth which indicated the bull elk's alarm. The hunters rested, then quietly parted in the fleeting darkness. Monk, a lank shadow, trotted over the ridge and down into a tangled mass of timber, stubby Krag rifle tucked under his right armpit, as he eagerly followed the elk’s tracks which grew less heedless in their slow wandering toward the northwest. Jake had silently disappeared into the sparse stand of timber which bordered the open ridge-top as it sprawled toward the potential sunrise. And several hours later his hurried stride placed him far enough beyond his slower prey so that when he dropped from the ridge, ranged downhill and struggled up the opposite slope, he was bearing north-west — toward Monk.The growing warmth at Jake's back languidly called him from his reverie. A small knoll, directly below, attracted his attention — it seemed more blessed by the sun. With measured stealth, Jake moved to the snowless knob, became a part of it, and peered down the two mile sagebrush expanse below until his keen glance probed up through the windfall jungle on the opposite slope. Satisfied, he unslung his rifle, then thrusting its soft rubber butt into the earth, he cupped his grimy, gnarled hands over the chromed muzzle of its twenty-six inch magnum barrel. He leaned forward until his thin six foot length was balanced when his flat gut rested on his hands. ,.



Jake and the rifle seemed rooted to the ground as if they were part of it, and his haggard face, with grimy and bewhiskered countenance, was as devoid of life as the trees on the opposite slope. Only his eyes moved as they fluttered with a hungry, ferreting movement. Jake was waiting. Waiting.Ka-bam. A shot shattered the crisp stillness of the rugged ridge in Jake#s gimlet gaze. He remained part of the earth, but his eyes never stopped moving. Now Jake knew exactly where Monk was. He patiently waited and mused to himself; Monk missed or he would have signaled by now. Yes, that young pup was good at missing, but he was learning fast. Then Jake saw it!The brindle-hued speck a half-mile away at the foot of the slope was too alien to be part of the terrain. In one fluid movement he raised his rifle and squinted through the six power telescope.Jake jerked down the rifle in the same instant that the optics converted the brown patch into a sharp image of an elk moving up the ridge. He wheeled to the right at a dead run down the ridgetop, realizing that the elk would cross the ridge somewhere below. Jake knew he had to move fast unless he wanted to chance a long shot. As he raced down through the scattered trees, always seeking their cover, the excitement of the chase swept away all of his aches. Soon he began to tire and he slowed to a steady dog-trot.He began to gasp for air and felt a sudden pang of fear as he realized that he had become too unsteady to shoot. He must get closer before the elk reached the top of the ridge.A small rise bulged out just ahead of Jake. He knew instinctively that he was near the elk. He stopped, then struggled on, goaded by a burning hatred for the elk.When Jake stumbled onto the knoll he could hardly keep on his feet.His knees were two humming coil-springs and his eyes burned with a blurring wateriness as he squinted over the brink of the slope. Nothing! A quiet emptiness and the starved rasping of his breath.Jake rolled his head from side to side with a frantic cunning as his eyes swept up and down the slope. Nothing at all! He felt old, tired, beaten. Beaten again. Frustration swelled out of his heaving chest into a growing despair. With a gasping snarl his lowered gaze fastened on the sagebrush rolls undulating into the open flats below. Except for one small pocket-like dip directly below, it was devoid of life.Jake stumbled farther down the slope in order to get a better view of the blind spot. He began to curse in despair as his gaunt frame convulsed into a quiet spasm of coughing. He staggered a few steps, then froze as two white objects flickered like busy crochet needles at the top of the blind spot. Jake dropped to one knee and raised his rifle before the strange projections became the antlers of a bull elk. By slow degrees, his huge bulk cautiously evolved out of the scant obscurity of the blind depression. The bull was slowly walking up the hill — to Jake. His great, dark shaggy neck stretched out, searching uphill, while his black snout sniffed in the breeze. It contrasted with the massive hoar-frosted antlers which mutely rocked from side to side in silent harmony with the quietness
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of his stately step. He moved ever so cautiously as if he sensed something, all the while in a fluid motion scanning from side to side; always closer — closer to Jake.Jake watched the fatal drama through the scope and its deadly black picket reticle raggedly rose and fell in heart-pounding cadence against the powerful buff expanse of the bull as he quartered broadside, his darker- hued legs flashing in the unfaithful sun. "Now!” clicked a voice in Jake’s brain. "Now!” His eager finger convulsed on the efficient trigger shoe.Jake raised his rifle skyward and rapidly fired three more shots, sending wave after wave of racketing thunder toward the opposite slope and the echoes filtered through the trees to his partner. Monk called back with a shot. Jake grinned wolfishly and began rolling up his sleeves as he hungrily padded down through the sagebrush.

CHINOOK by Augustine Minjares
To the oldtimers a Chinook, the warm dry wind which blows at intervals down the east slopes of the Rocky Mountains in the winter, was the dashing outrider of spring, clearing snow off the ridges first, and then off the entire prairie as he recklessly spurred his mount across the range. His entry sometimes meant that snow piled two to ten feet high by winter blizzards would soon disappear. The fact that the coming of this wayward son of nature a few weeks earlier in the winter might have saved the lives of thousands of cattle and many hours of cold work did not sour the reception given him by the ranchers.His arrival meant at least a temporary end to bucking snow-drifts on horseback in temperature reading two feet below the bulb of the thermometer, trying to get cattle to water and better grazing in the polar days before his advent. The cowboys, clad in heavy clothing and sheepskin coats, with inevitable hats tied with thick scarfs, would cover miles each day as the frigid wind sought to make them another white blob in the rolling white prairie. The end of the day only meant a few furtive hours of sleep, hidden from the icy winter in a bunkhouse, before they saddled fresh mounts and performed the same weary tasks.The endless snow sought to blind them and to claim their lives as they groped their way through the hazy world of cold, knowing if they should lose their way they would freeze to icy statues until the Chinook arrived. They not only had to drive the cows to better grazing, but as the winter wore on, they would find it necessary to dismount from their horses and to grab the tail of a fallen cow,who had no urge except to lie there and die, twist it sharply to tail her up and then avoid the irritated cow's angry rush as they remounted.
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Water also presented a problem; it was necessary to make the rounds of the water tanks, stoking heaters immersed in the water with wood to keep the water from freezing over long enough for the cattle to quench their thirst. Because of the lack of feed and water many cows became easy prey for wolves and other predators, while starvation and freezing exacted their toll.These hardships behind them now, the ranchers and cowboys would stand watching the coming of the Chinook, greeting it in various ways. The saltier members of the crew would stand facing into the warm wind, strip off the accumulation of winter clothes and take their semi-annual bath. And since the nearest human female was five miles away, there was no need for false modesty.Soon the trail to town would be clear, and men would cover the twenty miles eagerly. Some of them would pry up a corner of hell and prop it up with empty rot-gut bottles, while others gathered in groups and discussed the ravages of the past winter and the coming of the Chinook. They differed in their greetings, but all welcomed the arrival of this prodigal son of nature.Even today, though the rancher has tractors and snowplanes to cover his range more effectively than the oldtimers on their horses, as well as corrals well stocked with hay for winter feeding, and though he has electric heaters which automatically keep his water tanks free from ice and heated cabs on his tractors to keep him warm, he still welcomes the Chinook. Electric lines become brittle and break when laden with snow and ice and must be repaired, tractors become recalcitrant and refuse to start on cold mornings and must be cranked until tempers are worn thin before the motors sputter into life. The old problems are merely exchanged for new problems.The Chinook received and still receives its welcome for the ease it brings and also for the preview of spring that comes with it. It is hard to explain the rising of spirits as the wind sends the thermometer climbing and begins to melt the snow on the roofs, revealing their true color for the first time in months. The air has a warmth to it, yet the melting snow imparts a feeling of winter, showing the Chinook to be the outrider of spring, and yet one of winter's more genial sons.The Chinook does not only bring joy, but,like a practical joker who knows he has put in a good day's work, he must pull a stunt lest people take him too seriously. He makes raging torrents from the melted snow that wash out bridges completely or destroy the approaches, leaving the bridges futilely spanning the middle half of a muddy gully. Where winter stranded cows in a frozen wasteland, the Chinook will leave them mired in a small bog, bawling as they await a cowboy to pull them out. His spirit affects horses that had worked sensibly and been well-behaved all winter, making them as unmanageable as unbroken colts. He sends snow cascading off roofs onto the heads of unsuspecting people below and turns streets and roads into muddy trails.The Chinook is viewed differently by all, but everyone from the rancher to the man who ran the snowplow all winter are glad to see it
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come. It means many things to many people, and to really understand it you have to stand in front of one and watch it at work as it peels off the coat of winter from the land and replaces it with the mantle of spring.

CHINOOK by Mike Duffy
Warm wind dips in over low hills,Brushing fitfully down the long valleyIn great gusts.Face to wind::Fills lungs, veins -- ; , .Heart-freshness, -newness, (blessed) awakening.Warm blasts dash down around barn roof;Splendid, sparkling-green-silver icicles —Tinkle, shatter the ground!Huge clouds of powder snow(Steep roofside)To the earth with a shower of crystalsThat rise in a rainbow,Float mudward to melt on a warm face.Sleek calves on the hillside rush round low gullies Running in gay gangs; play tag through the cowshed. Drowse on a brown patch burnt bare by sunshine.And everything stretches,Wakens,Follows the west wind out of the wasteland.
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YESTERDAY by Kathy SmithDead you areAnd all your worlds have ceasedInfinite spinnings.A great hot galaxy of loveWhirls and whirlsFor no eyes.All your comet-thoughts burnIn the ceaseless atmosphereAnd you are lost.

TO GRACE, WITH LOVE To St. Therese of the Child Jesus by Tom Tokarski
Let meLanguish in your arras,I am tired.And ifI forget ashore your lips, Chores,Kiss singlyMy stale forget-me-nots, They are gifts.They bringLands to sea.
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TWO BY TOKARSKI
CLARK’S INCIDENT"Sort of what you might call a masterpiece," said Clifton Fadiman in a review of Walter Van Tilburg Clark’s The Ox-Bow Incident. A stubborn tale of a lynching in the old West, the novel probes a stereotyped incident, the search for rustlers and the vindication of a mistake hanging, with the sinewy resolution of a tried cowhand throwing and hogtying a mulish calf at last. Croft narrates the incident. With a sardonic yen to let loose, he and Gil lumber into Bridger Wells and head for Canby’s saloon, hankering for whiskey and a mite of poker. Melancholy Gil, especially needing to vent the meanness stored in him by the town dust and by his disillusionment in Rose Mapen, drinks and plays coldly, sassing Canby, raising and winning bets too often, until a brawl develops. Meanwhile, a report of Kinkaid’s death at the hands of rustlers filters to the grumpy barhangers, setting them to feel the issue of their grubby existence — and to simmer for a vigilante outing in the sheriff’s abscence.In the temptation to definite wrong — the calling of a lynching posse - Croft feels moral crisis goad the townspeople almost to the enaction of parable characters. But so far as his friendship for Gil, who condones the chase, affects him, Croft drifts along, with him bringing rough-hewn humanness and a touch of suspense to the ominous project. His story clings first to raw affection for his accomplices, whom he characterizes ruthlessly from his sage-brush-dry viewpoint, and then understates the fitness of their halfparable appearance. Croft understands Gil, even to scuffle and endure with him in his dark moods, until the repentant in Gil returns the respect in a gruff way, with just a mute feeling of lowdownness and another ride together.In Davies, Croft perceives a kind of rich young man of Scripture parallel, who cannot summon the courage to denounce the vigilante move which obstructs the sense in him of something more than justice, and who spends the hanging’s aftermath haranguing to Croft his lost message. Again the gentle, off-cuff concern of Croft rescues him whose mere presence at the Ox-Bow spoke loud. In the homey narration, salvation comes understated to Davies, and hard, like to the Ancient Mariner.The minister, Osgood, rates the narrator’s scath. In the plainslife, a certain norm makes itself felt in all realism, that hard scratching brings little bread, which jells cowhands together, to the chill of a soft outsider. Says Croft of Osgood, "...ostentatiously didn’t take a drink....His voice was too enthusiastic and his manner too intimate to be true, and while he kept strolling pompously among the men, with one fist clenched, like the statue of a great man in meditation, the other hand was constantly and nervously toying with the seal on the heavy gold watch chain across his vest.Even the negro hanger-on, Sparks, who flutters on the fringe of the posse’s attention, spurns the Phariseean diffidence of Osgood to ride to the Ox-Bow on mule, as a kind of tetotaler’s voice in the mist of blind wrath.
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Him Croft admires, and to him offers his coat when the blizzard hits. Croft 
has whisky to warm himself. Besides, the telltale glint of his cigarette along 
the dark trail, incensing the more cautious vigilantes, fleshes out the ether
eal feeling of Sparks toward the venture, which he respects.

The shade of parable transfixes the novel, but throughout it is the day
light of Croft’s intimacy which banishes the romantic indefinite, cinches the 
provocative ruse of the tale to the sustained woof of its finiteness, like 
Canby nails to the barroom picture, Woman with a Parrot, the wry title of 
’’The Bitching Hour.” In understatement Croft evokes the transcendental, when 
Gil, floored in the poker game explosion, gets up to comment, ”1 must have hit 
myself.” Deeper irony staggers the infinite’s refracted outline when Ma Grier, 
before the reported-dead Kinkaid affronts the homebound posse, and Sheriff Risley 
calls for deputies to corner the true rustlers, fries nonchalantly the meat of 
the doomed three, their catch, as the ropes are strung. In the reek of Crucifix
ion relived, Croft palms in the rub of conscience with attention averted to the 
meat’s smell, to the littleness rdf appetite just then, to the outright shame 
of it. Even the news of twin suicide, of bloodlusting Tetley and his son in the 
cruel showup of the hanging, tides in secondhand, understated in the strange 
primness of conversation back at the bar, loud in the men’s silence.

”You can’t go home again,” said another American novel published in the 
1940’s, contemporary to Clark’s. In the Ox-Bow Incident home comes along in 
Croft’s saddlebag, in the roominess of the plains and its people as he well 
finds the mold of his person — and something more — there. As Croft relates 
his story, intense human action, that of a man who would crack the shell of the 
mediocre, small life to walk supplely in the truth that perhaps you can’t go 
home again, rends the mold of his character into one of confidence.

The three innocent men hang dead, Croft knows, and he shares the guilt, 
but he can go home again. Home comes with him in the dignity of will, and peters 
into no return only when that scrap, the something more — the flicker to burst 
to the truth no matter its scorch — dies. At tale’s end, when Gil belatedly re
turns the poker winnings of his grudge, after the fight, Croft reflects, ’’Good.”

The parable in The Ox-Bow Incident is clearcut. It echoes throughout. But 
in hands not as adept as Walter Clark’s it can become the home to which you can’t 
return. Fortunately, Croft and his story shy at the romance of the ideal which 
gripped the suicide Tetleys. You can go home again, but not through direct on
slaught on truth, which assumes the flicker will leap up to devour the real world 
outside its shell, but which really shuts tighter air from the flicker. For Croft 
the flicker swells in the breeze, and the home to which he is going wells in him.
He likes the incidentals of his home, the smoke, the drink, the friends, so much 
that the leap of his flicker is a joyful jump of sacrifice to these. Intensely 
human, his story disappears through the needle’s eye of a plains-life, while the 
shadow of the hanging tree lengthens along the homestretch.

A meadow lark chirrups, which Croft and Gil hear as they linger in the bar. 
”1*11 be glad to get out of here,” Gil says. "Yeah.” Croft answers. He likes Gil.
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FLANNERY BEARS IT AWAY

Flannery O’Connor, a sort of St. Helena of the deep South, finds the true 
cross embedded in those loathsome figures too inconsequential by Wall Street 
standards to be thought terrible or great — the southern poor. Miss O’Connor 
has told of her find in a set of short stories, in addition to her several nov
els, called A Good Man Is Hard to Find which drew comment from the better sec
ular critics and scant acclaim from a few Catholic magazines. Her storytelling 
talent has won praise. Her scope of joy, and more expansively of evil, has 
touched something vital beneath Catholic complacency. Catholic critics have 
deplored the mediocrity of Catholic writing, and in Miss O'Connor they now dis
cern a new shaft into the vast deposit of live literature the Church has in 
potential.

We do not hope to reach the depth of meaning to which Miss O’Connor plumbs, 
for example, in her title story of A Good Man Is Hard to Find. A milder story 
handled tenderly nevertheless abruptly, is "The Artificial Nigger", a gentle 
discernment of good and evil. Here Mr. Head, a strong-willed old man, journeys 
to the big city with his equally strong-willed grandson. In a dither of bad 
tempers on a walking tour of the city, the two get lost, and Mr. Head is toppled 
from his pinnacle of conceit when he denies acquaintance with the boy, who, in 
a despairing frenzy, had tumbled into an old woman and brought upon himself a 
flurry of oaths. The two amble on, the boy following his grandfather at a dis
tance. Finally the old man, simmering in the realization that he has betrayed 
his grandson, relinquishes his stubbornness and entreats a passer-by for direc
tions to the railroad depot. The grandson, with qualms of mercy and acknowledge 
ment of his dependence on Mr. Head, soon sidles up to the old man. Together 
they walk on, until a lawn curiosity, a white plaster negro decorating a picket 
fence, attracts their attention. The two are amused by such a ridiculous sym
bol and enjoy a cloud-dispelling laugh.

"The Artificial Nigger" emerges as the playful symbol of the falsehood — 
the cantankerous pigheadedness of Mr. Head — that paints itself white to the 
vindictive eyes of the angered woman. The symbol is typical of Miss O’Connor’s 
unique vision that she herself has akin to a kind of Christ-vision, seeing 
things as Christ would see them from the cross. To her a black "nigger" is 
a noble creature, but the white plaster nigger is an humorous symbol of the 
ignoble lie that Mr. Head’s pride was.

The critic must always come to terms with the deeper quality in Miss O’Con
nor’s stories — her ability to arrive at truth through picturing depravity.

The last story in A Good Man Is Hard to Find smacks of a hard reality, 
a picture of inhumanity as it is — Christ-murdering. "The Displaced Person," 
Mr. Guizac, is the hardworking farmhand and immigrant who has contrived to 
marry his cousin to a Negro in return for part of her passage fare from Poland. 
Mrs. MacIntyre, the farmowner, is horrified at Mr. Guizac’s plan, and seeks 
reason to fire him for his improper taste. A friend-priest tells her to bear 
Mr. Guizac’s seeming impropriety, for sometimes, "Christ comes like that." Too 
squeamish to fire him, Mrs. MacIntyre stands silent instead of giving warning 
as a tractor is accidentally driven over Mr. Guizac’s back, crushing him to 
death.
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An essay by Miss O’Connor in The Living Novel explains the moral judgment 
in her writing, and would seem to challenge some criticism of her stories as 
lacking moral direction. "...For me," she writes, "the meaning of life is cen
tered in our Redemption by Christ and that what I see in the world I see in re
lation to that." This stand of Miss O’Connor’s involves more than moral judg
ment. It means viewing life in its totality — good and evil -- as Christ viewed 
it from the cross. As her short stories verify Miss O’Connor sees life with this 
Christian vision — humorous because man is human, sinful because he is sinful, 
and terrible or great insofar as he responds to the grace of Redemption.

Miss O’Connor has written, "In the greatest fiction, the writer’s moral 
sense coincides with his dramatic sense — his moral judgment is part of the 
very act of seeing When Miss O’Connor’s short stories permit the reader
to see life in this total vision, she has attained to the highest level of fiction.

The Catholic and secular press which had largely ignored Miss O'Connor up 
till recently, stood in danger of becoming a second Mrs. MacIntyre, standing 
silent while Miss O’Connor was snowed into literary obscurity. Readers too can 
stand full strength behind a respectable and moral fiction to the extent of ig
noring a fiction that measures reality against morality.

Truly Miss O’Connor pictures depravity. But depravity is a reality in life 
and sometimes, through Flannery’s words, "Christ comes like that."

Miss O’Connor in her newest novel The Violent Bear It Away, has compounded the 
stark and the realistic again, no compromise. As Tarwater, the young back coun
try boy grandly bereaved at his grandfather’s death, works out his compulsion to 
be a preacher and "baptize," the reader senses impending tragedy in the boy’s 
erotic drunk upon finding the grandfather dead, though that event had left him 
quite unmoved emotionally. The tragedy dawns first through the gaze of an 
uncle non-believer and psychoanalyst. It gathers dimension as it sees two evils 
collide — the distasteful character of the uncle who disects the emotions and 
labors mechanically to effect deliberate love in nis nephew, and Tarwater, whose 
soul is sold dispassionately to an ideal that bears all the earmarks of a Man- 
ichean fetish (He’s going to be a preacher by a vague subconscious dictate, not 
to love, or even to keep himself clothed, but to baptize, on a mission to which 
he is destined). Quite a sullen picture, neither one allows room for faith, or 
leaves himself to go out to the other without some contingent end in mind; they 
grapple for stakes of pride and forget principles. The reader sees a harsh fate 
inevitably consuming them, especially the boy whose person is disintegrating — 
being ravished by a homosexual is just an anti-climax to his total ruin which 
Miss O’Connor hints to with a silence that speaks not in the material content 
of the novel, but in a magnanimity of outlook she awakens in the reader.

"This isn’t the way," she seems to say, but it is the way Tarwater goes.
And, upon a second glance, the reader finds that it isn’t exactly Flannery who 
iterates, "This isn’t the way," nor even a vague subconscious dictate that she 
has summoned from the reader, but a suffering people in all history. Miss 
O’Connor's art doesn’t exact a tear from the reader’s eye; rather it touches 
him where he is truly, feelings or not, in the Body of which he is part.
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